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WWelcome to your August issue of PBMW. 
It’s been a good month. The weather has 
been stunning, though I am typing this with 
some pretty bad sunburn and the worst tan 
lines in human history thanks to Santa Pod. 
There are two lessons there: don’t believe 
the weather forecast and don’t leave the 
house without sun cream on when you’re 
going to a summer show. Still, it was better 
than being rained on and no complaints 
about the show. In fact, we’ve had two 
great events in the past month, with Players 
Classic (p76 for our report if you couldn’t 
make it) and the Santa Pod BMW Show, 
which never fails to impress with its sheer 
scale. We spotted some stunning builds 
at both and we’ve got some cracking cars 
lined up for the coming months that we 
can’t wait to bring you. 

But what about this month? Well we’ve 
packed in plenty of modded BMW goodness 
for your reading pleasure, with something 
for everyone. Our cover this month is a 
thoroughly modern affair; we all love the 
classics of course, but we do appreciate 
that there are plenty of you out there 
who do enjoy reading about BMW’s more 
modern offerings. We’ve got an F80 M3 and 
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F83 M4 Cab with some serious mods both 
on the outside and inside, and they really 
show off these contemporary bruisers at 
their best. Keeping it modern we’ve got an 
eye-catching 1 Series hatch that’s been 
given a bold look and really celebrates the 
individuality of the modded BM scene. We 
couldn’t not include some classic metal, 
though, and so we bring you an absolutely 
spectacular turbo E30 Cab, which will blow 
you away, and an ultra-rare E28 Touring, 
one of only a few dozen in existence, and 
it’s a seriously special machine that we 
absolutely love. That’s just scratching the 
surface, though and there’s loads more to 
enjoy in this issue. 

If you’re already thinking about the next 
edition then fl ick to our Next Month page to 
see what we’ve got in store as it’s quite the 
line up, one which includes an 820hp F10 
M5 and a ferocious E36 track build. In the 
meantime sit back, relax, enjoy this month’s 
selection and we’ll see you next time.

 
Elizabeth de Latour, Editor
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MYTHIC RARE
P

BMW features are always 
about the we, not the I; we’re 
the voice of the mag when 
we’re speaking to you from 
these pages, it’s not about 

who’s doing the writing but what’s being 
written about and what’s being said. But I 
will break with tradition, briefl y, because 
I have a personal connection with E28s. 
Quite a few years ago I bought one, a 
518i Lux that was more rust than car, as 
a “sensible” daily (the not-sensible car 
was an 840Ci) for £400. I adored it, even 
though it was slow, smelled of mould and 

had a leaky boot (but then again they all 
do). I sold it a year later for what I bought 
it for but sadly the extensive rust was 
terminal and it didn’t last much longer 
after that. Sad times, but I don’t think I 
will ever own one again, not because I 
don’t want to, but because seven years 
on the E28 is no longer a cheap runabout, 
with prices climbing steadily, and far 
harder to come by nowadays. When’s 
the last time you saw one that wasn’t 
at a show, for example? They’re rare 
beasts, that’s for sure, and the rarest E28 
of all is undoubtedly the Touring. This 

Words: Elizabeth de Latour   Photos: Jape Tiitinen

You might have never seen an E28 Touring before, you might never see one ever again, 
but they do exist and their rarity makes a modded one all the more special.
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Gorgeous 
caramel leather 
adds an air of 
sheer class

Unlacquered 
gear knob fi ts

in perfectly 
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model was not an official BMW creation, 
with just a handful ever produced by a 
handful of German companies. Schulz 
Tuning is generally regarded as having 
produced the best conversion, which used 
a Mercedes tailgate, and was responsible 
for the majority of Tourings in existence, 
having produced 32. Even when combined 
with the unknown but exceedingly 
small numbers of the other builds that’s 
really not very many cars at all. All of 
which makes the chances of finding one 
extremely slim and yet here we are, staring 
at not just an E28 Touring but a modified 
one at that, making an already incredibly 
rare car into a true one-off. 

When the E28 Touring was created, we 
doubt that Schulz and friends had aimed 
the car at 23-year-old engineering students 
but some 30 years later and that’s exactly 
who’s driving this one, namely Finn, Alex 
Sirén. This young man may have only been 
interested in BMWs for four years but 
he’s already got his hands on two and he’s 
clearly hooked on classics as this E28 sits 
alongside his other E28, a 525e, another 
rare model, while his first BMW was an 

E28 535i. He’s clearly passionate and he’s 
clearly found his groove when it comes 
to BMWs, and what a mighty fine groove 
that is.

The Touring, then, wasn’t a car that 
Alex had been shopping for but when 
opportunity comes knocking you’d better 
be ready, and this was not something to 
pass up. “The opportunity presented itself 
to get a really rare model so I had to get 
it,” he explains. “I bought the car from an 
older collector who wanted to part with 
his E28-related things. The restoration 
had begun, the car was painted and 
rolling, but it needed a lot of small parts 
and an interior.” Just in case there might 
be any purists reading this, who might 
have baulked at the thought of someone 
modding such a rare gem, the fact that 
Alex was starting out with a restoration in 
progress gave him the perfect opportunity 
to put his own stamp on it while finishing 
it up.

The plan, he says, was to keep it looking 
OEM but to put some suspension and 
wheels on it and he’s largely stuck to his 
own brief, with stunning results. He may 

not have done much to the car as far as 
absolute mods are concerned, but starting 
with pretty much a blank canvas means 
he has absolutely made this car his own. 
Besides, much like an E30 or an E24, the 
E28 is not a car you want to embellish 
with all manner of unsightly addenda, it’s 
a car that just looks so right out of the box 
that it would be so very easy to ruin what 
is pretty much a perfect design. It’s just 
about subtly enhancing those good looks 
and adding a dash of your own individual 
flair to proceedings. And, remember too, 
that Alex has put a lot of work into this 
car, far more than meets the eye, because 
it was in a very different state when he 
bought it to how it looks now. This is a car 
that has been lavished with love, but which 
doesn’t shout about it. 

So, first things first, top of Alex’s list 
was an interior because, you know, 
there wasn’t one, making this E28 no 
use to man or beast as actual transport. 
Just getting any old E28 interior wasn’t 
going to be enough, though, it had to be 
something special. “I saw a picture on 
social media of a blue E30 with a brown 

“ The rarest E28 of all is undoubtedly the 
 Touring. This model was not an official

BMW creation, with just a handful 
 ever produced by a handful of 

 German companies” 
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interior and decided that was the style I 
wanted,” he says. “I asked around for a 
good upholsterer and found a small shop, 
run by a local woman who did all sorts of 
upholstering and she had done my friend’s 
2002 interior before, so I had a good 
reference.” The end result is absolutely 
gorgeous, with Alex opting for a caramel 
shade of leather for his interior and he’s 
not just had the seats trimmed, the door 
cards have also been beautifully fi nished 
and the quality of the work is exceptional. 
This is the sort of interior you’d expect to 
fi nd on something seriously top-end and 
expensive and it immediately makes the 
whole car feel that much more special and 
the fresh hide completely hides any hints 
of the car’s age. The lush leather is joined 
by a brand new M Tech 1 steering wheel, 
the perfect period piece, and there’s also 
an un-lacquered wooden gear knob that 
fi ts the whole theme of the car perfectly. 

With something to sit on, Alex could 
now turn his attention to how his E28 
Touring looked and drove, and the next 
item on his list was the suspension. 
Obviously as standard the E28 has arch 
gap for days and looks like it could 
drive across the Alps without catching 

E28 535i Touring
ENGINE AND TRANSMISSION
3.5-litre straight-six M30B35, Hartge exhaust 
manifold, AC Schnizter exhaust. Getrag fi ve-speed 
manual gearbox

CHASSIS
9x17” ET6 (front) and 10.5x17” ET11 (rear) Hartge 
Design C three-piece wheels with grey centres and 
gold hardware, 15mm spacers (front) and 5mm 
spacers (rear), 215/40 (front) and 235/40 (rear) 
Nankang Ultra Sport NS-II tyres, BC Racing Extra 
Low coilovers with Bags by Only Charged Dubs

EXTERIOR
Pfeba body kit consisting of front lower bumper 
section, side skirts and lower rear bumper panel 

INTERIOR
Seats and door cars re-trimmed in caramel 
leather with contrasting stiching, M Tech 1 
steering wheel, wooden gear knob 

THANKS
Autonhoitokauppa.fi , Lowtoys.fi , Only Charged 
Dubs, Rimfi x, Erkki “eeki” Kivistö 

D
A

T
A

 F
IL

E

Classic AC 
Schnitzer exhaust
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its undercarriage, so the need for lows 
was an urgent one. As you can see 
from the pictures it’s defi nitely mission 
accomplished on that front and Alex has 
really put in the time and effort to get his 
E28 sitting absolutely perfectly. To hit that 
ride height sweet spot he’s attacked the 
Touring with a two-hit combo of serious 
suspension goodness. BC Racing’s Extra 
Low coilovers, capable of delivering a 
monster 90mm drop, are at the heart of 
it all, bolstered by a set of Bags by Only 
Charged Dubs. OCD’s bags have been 
designed specifi cally to be threaded onto 
BC Racing’s coilovers, making this the 
perfect pairing for Alex. “I wanted to be 
able to drive more comfortably and be able 

to get the fi tment on point,” he explains, 
and this combo has allowed him to do 
just that. The ride height he’s got going 
on is perfect, and the way the car sits 
stationary is the same as when it’s on the 
move; there are no compromises here, 
just one perfectly orchestrated setup. Of 
course there would be no point going to 
all that effort to get this car sitting so right 
if your wheel game was weak and you 
were planning on rolling down the road 
on disappointment, but that was never a 
concern with a man like Alex at the helm 
of this project. Initially, the Touring sat 
on OZ Futuras, seriously nice wheels, but 
they weren’t his perfect set for this build 
and there was something else he had in 

“ To hit that ride height sweet spot he’s 
 attacked the Touring with a two-hit combo 
 of serious suspension goodness, with BC 
 Racing’s Extra Low coilovers bolstered 
 by a set of Bags by Only Charged Dubs” You can’t see it, but there’s a

Hartge exhaust manifold in there

Touring conversion so 
good it looks like
a factory model
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mind. “I had set my sights on a set of these 
wheels a long time ago,” he says, gesturing 
at what he’s got on the car now, “and at 
a BMW meet I met an older enthusiast 
who told me that he had an extra set 
in his garage.” Much like the purchase 
of his E28 in the fi rst place, this was an 
opportunity that could not be turned 
down and once the money had exchanged 
hands, Alex was the proud owner of a 
set of 17” Hartge Design Cs. These period 
three-piece stunners are the perfect choice 
for a car like the E28, they just suit it 
so well and here they’ve been fi nished 
with grey centres and gold hardware, 
which contrasts perfectly against the blue 
bodywork. But simply slapping on a set of 
stunning wheels wasn’t enough for Alex 
because they needed to sit perfectly and 
getting the right fi tment was his absolute 
priority. Up front, the wheels are 9” across 
with an offset of ET6 and Alex has added 
15mm spacers to get that down to ET-9, 
while the 10.5” rears have been fi tted 
on 5mm spacers to drop the offset from 
ET11 to ET6, pushing the wheels further 
out, and with a bit of stretch on his tyres 
they clear the arch lips with absolute, 
millimetric precision.

You might think that nothing else 
would be needed as far as visuals are 
concerned, but the keen-eyed among 
you will have noticed that this E28 has 
received some enhancement in that 

area, with the addition of a Pfeba kit, the 
last item on Alex’s E28 mods list. This 
comprises that slatted front spoiler, those 
sculpted side skirts and the lower rear 
bumper section. While it might not be to 
all tastes it defi nitely gives the car an even 
more unique look and manages to subtly 
enhance the styling. If you didn’t know any 
better you’d think the car had come from 
the factory wearing those components in 
the fi rst place. Finally, under the bonnet, 
we come to the M30B35 and while Alex 
hasn’t invested in any performance 
mods the ‘Big Six’ has been enhanced 
with the addition of a Hartge exhaust 
manifold. At the rear, meanwhile, there’s 
a rectangular AC Schnitzer exhaust in the 
E28’s infamous off-centre location, which 
we’re sure was designed purely to drive 
everyone’s OCD completely nuts.

Alex’s E28 Touring might not have the 
most extensive mods list in the world but 
this is a car that’s been enhanced with a 
selection of choice mods and into which 
has gone a lot more work than may at 
fi rst meet the eye, resulting in a machine 
that is an absolute pleasure to behold. 
E28s are universally loved, BMW Tourings 
are some of the downright coolest cars 
around, so the combination of the two is 
an irresistible one and a modifi ed example 
ticks a lot of our boxes. Alex and his 
Touring are defi nitely still in the early 
stages of their relationship but we can tell 

it’s going to last; you don’t buy a car as 
rare as this unless you’re serious about it, 
it’s not a casual purchase and we reckon 
this one’s a keeper. Alex is looking to 
further bolster his classic BMW collection 
with either the addition of an E34 M5 or an 
E28 535i or M535i Saloon, and we certainly 
won’t be surprised if it’s the latter. 
Whatever he does buy next is unlikely to 
be as special as his Touring, and that’s 
quite an achievement  ●

Pfeba kit works really
well on the E28 

Gorgeous three-
piece Hartge 

Design Cs
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PRODUCTS
PHAT DETAILING
If you’re on the hunt for some new cleaning products 
to keep your BMW as shiny as possible, the Phat 
Detailing range is definitely worth checking out. 
Established by a couple of friends who love cars and 
keeping them clean, Phat Detailing offers a huge 
range of products to keep your BMW looking its best, 
both inside and out. There’s shampoo, polish, waxes, 
sealants, APC, tar remover, spray wax, glaze, wheel 
cleaner, tyre dressing and even more than that, along 
with accessories like cloths, towels, applicators and 
detailing brushes, really something for every possible 
part of your car. 

Price: It’s Snowtime! snow foam 1 litre 
£8.99, Seal It Baby! liquid sealant 500ml 
£7.99, Fallout! fallout remover 500ml £7.99, 
Beadin’ Phat! nano sealant 500ml £8.99
Web: www.phatdetailing.co.uk

SSDD MOTOSPORT 4 SERIES  
CONVERTIBLE BOOT SPOILERS
New from SSDD Motorsport this month come these boot spoilers, to fit the F33 4 series and F83 M4 
Convertible models. Made using vacuum technology these spoilers are lightweight and easy to fit, made 
from genuine carbon fibre with a clear gel coat finish and available in two styles, V1 or V2.

Price: From £189.95
Web: www.ssdd-motorsport.com
Tel: 01784 248 091 or 07920 575 052

MSTYLE TITANIUM 
TIPPED CAT-BACK 
EXHAUST SYSTEM 
FOR E9x M3
New from MStyle comes this 
performance cat-back exhaust 
system for al E9x M3 models. 
The stainless steel exhaust 
features heat-blued quad 
titanium tailpipe tips, twin 
silencers and connecting pipes, 
while smooth mandrel bends 
throughout help to improve gas flow and 
performance. Fitting is available at MStyle’s 
Romford fitting centre. 

Price: £995, fitting £90
Web: www.mstyle.co.uk
Tel: 020 8598 9115

DIRENZA ADJUSTABLE 
E90/2 3 SERIES REAR 
UPPER/LOWER 
CAMBER ARMS
With the car scene evolving in many different ways, 
it’s hard to list the multitude of differences between 
the different factions of stance, track, fast road, 
concours etc. However, one thing ties all these 
scenes together, the need for an accurate wheel 
alignment. Be that for adding grip to scrub a few 
tenths of a second from your lap times, or heavy 
amounts of negative camber to fit the latest ultra-
wide, forged multi-piece wheels to your bagged show 
car, or even (for the majority of us) to tweak the 
suspension geometry to improve feel and handling 
on a daily-driven road car. On a lot of vehicles you 
can only go so far with the standard arms. Enter the 
Direnza adjustable rear lower camber arms. Fitting 
E90 and E92 3 Series models, these arms enable a 
wide range of adjustment to rear camber. Featuring 
bearing-mounted inner pivot points rather than bushes 
to reduce static friction and improve suspension 
performance; these arms have been tested, abused 
and proven in the demanding and mechanically taxing 
drift scene. 

Price: £169.99
Web: www.direnza.co.uk
Tel: 0844 448 2002
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PRODUCTS

AMD TUNING PACKAGE FOR M140i
Cobra Sport, AmD’s racing partner, recently introduced a performance cat-back 
exhaust system for the M140i and M235i. Cobra Sport says the new exhaust 
system provides a 21% decrease in weight over the original and improves gas 
flow. According to the company, on its own it will bring the torque figures up 
in line with those of the M2 and provides a 0.3 second improvement on the 
0-60mph figures. For owners who want even more there is the choice of a 
sports cat or a unique de-cat downpipe, and teamed up with an AmD remap 
the performance gains are even more impressive. As an added incentive to 
combine the exhaust and remap, AmD Tuning offers free fitting on all Cobra 
Sport Exhausts or, if you prefer to buy by mail order and fit it yourself, AmD will 
take 10% off and throw in free delivery as well. Furthermore, if you buy an AmD 
Tuning performance remap at the same time as a Cobra Sport Exhaust you can 
have the remap at half the usual retail price.

Web: www.amdtuning.com
Tel: 01708 861827 

GAZ GOLD COILOVERS  
FOR E34 5 SERIES
If you’re looking for a fully-adjustable coilover kit for your E34, then this latest 
offering from GAZ is well worth a look. Ride height is adjustable through 60mm 
and the damper units are fitted with anodised adjusters for long life. The height 
adjusters have a coarse acme form thread for ease of adjustment and to ensure 
that they remain in good order even after considerable service.

Damper rates are also variable by means of an adjuster knob on the damper 
body. The GAZ Gold range comes with a gas cell in the reservoir filled with a 
high-viscosity index multi-grade oil to prevent cavitation and to reduce fade 
under racing and track day conditions. All the units are individually tested before 
leaving the factory and are covered by a two-year warranty.

Price: £1158.37 (donor front struts required)
Web: www.gazshocks.com

MSTYLE CARBON FRONT 
SPLITTER FOR F20 AND 
F21 1 SERIES
LCI 1 Series owners looking to spice up their car’s look will 
definitely be interested in this latest offering from MStyle. 
This stylish splitter is made from genuine carbon fibre for 
lightness, appearance and durability and the perfect choice if 
you want to give your 1 Series a more individual look. Fitting, 
if required, is available at MStyle’s Romford HQ. 

Price: £495, fitting £50
Web: www.mstyle.co.uk
Tel: 020 8598 9115

MOMO PROTOTIPO HERITAGE 
STEERING WHEEL
The perfect choice for your classic BM, this latest offering from MOMO has been 
made from a combination of the finest modern materials giving it the perfect 
blend between old and new. The rim is covered with distressed leather with 
white stitching while the black cut-out aluminium spokes feature lightening holes 
and the distinctive MOMO Heritage logo on the horn button.

Price: £215.99 inc. VAT
Web: www.momo-uk.co.uk 
Tel: 01268 764411
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PRODUCTS

POWERFLEX E46 M3 REAR 
SUBFRAME BUSH
Powerflex has just released a new design of rear subframe bush for the E46 M3, 
which has been designed specifically for the car and with fast road performance 
in mind. The new lower half of the bush is made using the Powerflex Purple 
ShA 80 material to provide extra support for the rear axle, whilst the upper half 
remains in its Yellow ShA 70 material for optimum NVH absorption. For vehicles 
used in motorsports or predominately on track these parts are also available in 
the Powerflex Black Series range, which is manufactured using a 95 Shore A 
compound that boasts 25% increased stiffness over the Powerflex purple 80 
Shore A performance material. Powerflex bushes offer improved reliability over 
the original parts and carry a lifetime warranty.
Price: £97.08 per pair
Web: www.powerflex.co.uk
Tel: 01895 460033

SHAVEALLTHEBAYS
Shaveallthebays is a social media and online-driven brand that focuses solely on 
shaven engine bays. Currently it is the largest dedicated shaved engine bay group 
in the world and is always looking for new members to join and represent the 
brand. At this current moment in time it has outlets to suit everyone whether it be 
Instagram, Facebook, Twitter, YouTube and on the website, where members’ cars 
are featured. There’s also a shop where you can buy a wide range of merchandise 
including hoodies, T-shirts and a variety of stickers in a variety of colours, and 
international postage is available.

Price: Stickers £2.99 to £9.99, T-shirts £12.50, hoodies £22.50
Web: www.shaveallthebays.com 
Email: shaveallthebays@gmail.com 

F30 LCI M PERFORMANCE BLACK 
LINE REAR LIGHTS
The M Performance Black Line rear lights for the F30 have finally arrived and 
are available form Schmiedmann now. The Black Line lights give a subtle and 
clean look, and will compliment almost any paint job, no matter what the colour. 
On white cars, they offer a nice contrast, while on black cars they offer a stealth 
look. Schmiedmann says that supply is limited and the demand is high, so we 
advise you act quick if you want to get your hands on a pair. 

Price: £469.93 (retrofit wiring harness is required and must be 
bought separately)
Web: www.schmiedmann.com

MSTYLE CARBON  
ROOF SPOILER FOR  
F31 TOURING
M-Style is now offering an aerodynamic carbon fibre 
roof spoiler for the F31 3 Series Touring; it’s made from 
genuine carbon fibre for lightness, appearance and 
durability and adds an instant touch of individuality and 
aggression to the practical Touring. Fitting is available at 
MStyle’s premises in Romford.

Price: £309, fitting £49.99
Web: www.mstyle.co.uk
Tel: 020 8598 9115

PILOTI DRIVING SHOES
We don’t usually like the idea of driving shoes as all too often they make you look 
like the kind of person who wears ‘I am the Stig’ t-shirts and talks about hitting 
apexes on the way to the shops… That’s definitely not the case with this new pair 
from Piloti though. The new shoes are limited edition and tie in with the recent Le 
Mans 24 Hours – the very event where Piloti developed its patented Roll Control 
Heel technology which rises spherically up the back of the shoe providing improved 
traction in the footwell and cupping the driver’s heel for reduced foot fatigue on 
track. The Ligne boot is handcrafted in Italy in subtly distressed Italian leather, and 
features an ankle strap with an embossed 24 Hours of Le Mans logo and woven 
French flag. The low-cut Circuit Le Mans limited edition is more of a trainer-type 
shoe and features the same biomechanical design and car-based styling such as 
a sole modelled on car tyres. Basically, they look good and help you drive better, a 
pretty good combo if you ask us. 

Price: Circuit £158, Ligne £385 
Web: www.piloti.uk.com
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COMPETITION WINNER
A

few issues ago we ran a 
competition where one lucky 
winner could win an Eibach 
Pro-Kit or Sportline kit of 
their choice. All you had to 

do to be in with a chance of winning this 
fab prize, was head over to the Eibach 
Facebook page and message them with 
details of the car featured on their main 

page. It was a popular competition as 
Eibach received a great many entries on 
their page so thank you to everyone
who entered. 

There can only be one winner and that 
lucky chap was Mark Langdon and his E92 
M3. After speaking to Sonia Patmore at 
Eibach UK they arranged a date when he 
could go and pick up his Pro-Kit prize. 

On his arrival at Eibach UK HQ to 
collect his prize, Mark also got the 
opportunity to meet several members 
of the Eibach UK team and received 
a tour around their premises based in 
Broughton Astley, Leicestershire. He 

was very impressed with the variety and 
scale of projects that Eibach are involved 
with – from all types of motor racing, to 
supplying armoured Defence vehicles, 
from ambulances and police vans to 
prestige supercars. In the tour he was able 
to see where projects began with design, 
to where they were tested and quality 
checked in house through to where they 
come in to the warehouse ready to be sent 
out to customers. 

Mark was over the moon to win, as he is 
not planning on doing too much to the M3 
– just a subtle drop and some new wheels, 
so winning the competition has already 
achieved part of his dream! Bonus!  ●

CONTACT
www.eibach.co.uk
01455 285850
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PRESSURE MANAGEMENT 
AIRLIFT 3P/3H - #lifeonair
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A MIRROR BRIGHT 
CLEANING PACK 
BY MEGUIAR’S!WIN

T
he Mirror Bright Polish 
Company was founded in 1901 
by Frank Meguiar Jr. to perfect 
the finishes on fine furniture 
and the newly introduced 

automobile. That passion continues today, 
and in 2017 Meguiar’s is hugely excited 
to launch a special line of products that 
protect and accentuate your car’s finish, 
derived from over 110 years of experience, 
research and development.

The distinctive bottles hearken back 
to the early days of Meguiar’s with glass 

bottles and metal screw-off tops. Today’s 
bottles might be plastic, but the metal top 
is still with us – adding to that vintage 
feeling! With a craft-made look and feel 
these premium products can help the 
next generation of car enthusiasts easily 
choose a line of products that will address 
virtually every aspect of basic care to a 
premium level. 

For those experienced in car care, this 
line offers some unique performance 
characteristics that are highly effective. 
Each product in the Mirror Bright line is a 

clean sheet of paper – not a repackaged or 
tweaked existing formula, but brand new 
and bespoke. Premium performance for a 
premium user experience.

We’ve got five prizes consisting of:

● 1 x Automobile Shampoo 
● 1 x Polishing Wax 
● 1 x Detailing Spray 
● 1 x Wheel Cleaner 
● 1 x Leather Lotion
● 1 x Meguiar’s kit bag

TERMS AND CONDITIONS
This competition is open to UK readers only. The winner will be the first correct entry drawn when the competition closes at midday on Friday 18 August 2017. Kelsey Media takes no responsibility beyond promoting 
this competition, and no cash alternative or adjustment is available. The competition is not open to employees or associates of either Kelsey Media, Meguiar’s or Performance BMW. The Editor’s decision is final and no 
correspondence will be entered into.

TO ENTER SIMPLY ANSWER THIS QUESTION CORRECTLY:
When was the Mirror Bright Polish Company founded?

A) 1910         B) 1901         C) 1091

Send your answer plus your name, address and phone number to pbmw.ed@kelsey.co.uk  
with the subject “Mirror Bright Competition” 

CONTACT
www.meguiars.co.uk

We’ve teamed up with Meguiar’s to give away five of their 
Mirror Bright cleaning packs to you lucky readers!
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Pad+Line Kits
Maximise the performance of your vehicle’s
stock braking system.
• Braided lines give firmer pedal coupled with fade resistant sport

pads front and rear.

• Choose ‘Performance Packs’ with Yellowstuff™ pads for road use
or ‘Track Packs’ with Orangestuff™ race pads for track use.

• Kit includes free Super Dot 4 brake fluid and saves 10% 
on buying as separates.

www.ebcbrakes.comwww.ebcbrakesdirect.com

Buy direct from

from £1,395 inc. VAT.

NEW Balanced Brake Kits™
The ultimate full vehicle braking upgrade, delivering
massively improved braking performance and feel 
whether used on road or on track.
• 100% UK made lightweight aluminium 4-piston brake calipers.

• Oversize fully-floating brake discs available in 300/330/355mm sizes.

• Kit includes: Calipers, 2-piece floating discs, braided lines (front and rear),
Yellowstuff™ pads (front and rear), brackets, brake fluid and all 
mounting hardware.

• Every EBC kit includes rear pads and rear lines at zero extra cost to you,
ensuring every kit results in a fully balanced brake upgrade for 
maximum braking performance.

• Available soon, contact kits@ebcbrakes.com for details.

PERFORMANCE PACKS (YellowStuff™ Pads & Lines)

TRACK PACKS (OrangeStuff™ Pads & Lines)

Sport Discs & Pads
Improve braking by up to 30% from stock.
• 4 brake disc and 5 pad options to choose from.

• Pads are 100% UK made and range from our entry-level street upgrade
Greenstuff™, to our flagship sport road material Yellowstuff™, to our highest
performing track material Orangestuff™.

• Sold as separates or save 15% if bought as a Pad+Disc kit.

Choose from 3 stages of brake system upgrade to suit any vehicle and budget:

Better Braking Stops Here

Starts in Great Britain, stops all over the world

EBC Brakes Performance BMW Ad 200 x 275_Better Braking Stops Here  13/06/2017  13:29  Page 1
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S
tyle is defi ned as a distinctive 
appearance, typically determined by 
the principles according to which 
something is designed. For two friends, 
Bart M and Eric K, style is second 

nature; their main principle, though simple, 
remains true to the OEM+ concept. Modifying to 
them is not to completely shift the design away 
from the manufacturer, but rather enhance the 
cues, body lines and performance. In a time when 
social media constantly regurgitates images as 
quickly as your thumb can scroll, it is easy to get 
lost in the sea of content. Boisterous modding 
trends draw attention from one direction to 
another but Bart and Eric decided to stick to the 
fundamentals that less is more.

Bart has always had an affi nity for German 
engineering and especially BMWs, with many 

having come and gone since he bought his fi rst, 
including an Alpine white supercharged E92 M3 
that appeared in these pages. His E92 M3 is sorely 
missed, but his stable is stacked nicely as of late: 
an E46, E90, F06  and F85 tick the boxes for 
different body types wearing the M badge in his 
garage, except for a convertible. Typically a folding 
roof is not his cup of tea, but Bart felt this time 
around he would give it a try and added this F83 
M4 to the roster. Unable to leave anything stock, 
it soon went under the knife and to kick start the 
modifying he bought a set of 20” BBS LM-Rs, as 
did Eric for his F80 M3. As Eric says “I was talking 
to Bart one day and we realised no one in the F8x 
community was running LM-R wheels. Since their 
sizes and offsets weren’t right for the F8x, we 
both decided to buy a set and have them rebuilt 
with our own touches.” Bart split the faces and 
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PRINCIPLE 
VALUES 

Words and photos: Matt Petrie

Slammed on matching wheels, these two owners use an M3 
Saloon and M4 Convertible to remind us that less is more and 

that the importance remains in the execution.
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had them brushed, then opted for wider, 
polished lips through SD Wheels. As the 
wheels were undergoing their makeover, 
the M4 got an extensive round of mods in 
a rapid fashion.  

Despite historically being loyal to KW 
coilovers, he sent the car off to a local 
NJ air ride specialist, Misha, to get an 
Accuair HPDT suspension kit installed. “I 
felt the lifestyle of a convertible is more 
appropriate for air-ride than anything else, 
especially when the top is down,” he says, 
and with this car destined to be a cruiser, 
we can absolutely see his reasoning. To 
accompany the air-ride, Bart’s wheels 
had to be on point. All too often air-ride 
cars are built around insanely low-offset 
wheels that only look relevant while the 
car is aired out but not here, and that’s 
because Bart’s driving height barely raises 
his M4 any higher than the way it sits 
when aired out. This M4 has been setup 
to have matching gap from arch to lip at 
all four corners and the right offsets allow 
him to run the proper tyre sizes front and 

rear, giving the car a tasteful appearance 
whether driving or parked up and dropped 
down. Thanks to his Wi-Fi controller, the 
ease of articulating the ride height presets 
are at the touch of a button without 
binding him to his in-car controls only 
and from wheel gap to polished lip, and 
polished lip to brushed spokes, no detail 
was overlooked. “I’ve had so many wheel 
set ups, but brushed faces and polished 
lips is still my all-time favourite combo,” 
he grins. The red centre caps pop well 
against the brushed faces, but they were 
actually chosen to coordinate with the 
reddish hue of the Sakhir orange interior 
that spills over the Mineral grey paint, 
prominently when the top is down.   

Once the air-ride was completed, Bart 
paid a visit to his old friends at Auto 
Couture Motoring, where the rest of his 
work was completed. A full Eisenmann 
exhaust and Maximum PSI intake opens 
up the S55 and a DME Tuning Stage One 
ECU fl ash tune gives the M4 a nice bump 
in horsepower. An RKP Composite spoiler 

F83 M4 Convertible
ENGINE AND TRANSMISSION
3.0-litre twin-turbo straight-six S55B30, 
Maximum PSI intake, DME Stage 1 tune, 
Eisenmann full exhaust. Seven-speed M
DCT gearbox 

CHASSIS
9.5x20” (front) and 11.5x20” (rear) BBS LM-R 
wheels with brushed faces and polished lips, 
265/30 (front) and 295/30 (rear) Michelin Pilot 
Super Sport tyres, Accuair air-ride with HP 
Drivetech suspension and Wi-Fi controller

EXTERIOR
Mineral grey, IND gloss black grilles, gills and 
badge, Lightwerkz modifi ed headlights, moulded 
refl ectors on front bumper, RW Carbon front lip, 
Forcewerkz carbon fi bre side skirts, RKP carbon 
fi bre boot lip spoiler, RW Carbon rear diffuser

INTERIOR
Sakhir orange leather

THANKS
Big thanks to the boys at AUTOcouture Motoring 
for the work, Misha for the air install, and Stefan 
for the BBS LM-R custom build

D
A
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E

Carbon spoiler and 
diffuser look so good
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Black grilles and 
modded headlights 
up front

Brushed faces 
and polished

lips are a
great combo

Maximum PSI
intakes for

 more power

“ I felt the lifestyle of a 
 convertible is more appropriate for 
 air-ride than anything else, especially 
 when the top is down” 
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Styling, ride height and wheels 
combine to devastating effect

Custom engine
cover matches
brake calipers

Carbon elements contrast 
perfectly against
Alpine bodywork 

“ The wider, polished lips sit fl ush 
 against the arches under KW V3 coilovers 
 while gold hardware plays into the gold 
 lettering of the BBS centre caps” 
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hugs the long and flat convertible boot 
lid, while below it an RW Carbon diffuser 
wraps around the quad exhaust tips. RW 
Carbon front lip and Forcewerkz side 
skirts tie the rest of the carbon fibre to the 
front of the car. Rather than going with 
the conventional painted front reflectors, 
Bart moulded the reflector area and had 
the front bumper repainted to give it the 
Euro-spec appearance. IND supplied the 
gloss black kidney grilles, side gills, and 
M4 boot badge. Finishing off the front 
end, and the most gripping feature aiding 
to its sinister presence, are the blackout 
modified headlights by Lightwerkz. Unlike 
the previous generations of 3 Series, 
here the headlights and kidney grilles 
are joined to one another. For continuity 
across the front of a car with black 
grilles, the modified headlights make a 

drastic improvement. Bart’s car, sitting so 
tastefully on the pavement, fixes your eyes 
to it and doesn’t let go.

With a routine habit of blueprinting 
chassis, Eric already had numerous plans 
up his sleeve before taking delivery of 
one of the first F80s on the east coast. “I 
was excited to have the torque my two 
previous generation M3s lacked,” he says 
of his acquisition. Eric can flip styles like 
a light switch, rotating through setups that 
would otherwise be anyone else’s end goal 
for a car. Many still associate his F80 when 
he liveried it as a BMW safety car, fully 
equipped with functioning LED emergency 
light bars and he briefly sported an 
Eisenmann exhaust livery on his car too. 
While the Eisenmann livery is no more, 
the company’s full cat-less exhaust system 
remains on the car; to gain extra power 

from this, the M3 was tuned by Frank at 
Tuning Tech and a P3 Cars in-vent boost 
gauge monitors its vitals. A Maximum PSI 
intake up front helps the car breathe and 
also makes some great noise under load. 
Many sets of HREs later and livery-less, 
the car is toned down, but still a bona fide 
head turner.

To remove himself from the 
conventional, off-the-shelf BBS wheel, he 
had his LM-Rs tweaked to add more pop. 
At the same time that Bart’s wheels were 
sent off to be refinished, Eric found a 
used set in Hawaii and had them shipped 
directly to SD Wheels in NJ for the rebuild. 
The wider, polished lips sit flush against 
the arches under KW V3 coilovers while 
gold hardware plays into the gold lettering 
of the BBS centre caps and the centre cap 
co-ordination was also an inspiration for 

F80 M3 Saloon
ENGINE AND TRANSMISSION
3.0-litre twin-turbo straight-six S55B30, Tuning 
Tech tune, Maximum PSI intake, Eisenmann 
downpipes, Eisenmann exhaust with carbon 
tips, Rosso Corsa red IND-painted engine cover. 
Seven-speed M DCT gearbox 

CHASSIS
9.5x20” (front) and 11.5x20” (rear) BBS LM-R 
wheels with polished lips and gold hardware, MGR 
titanium stud kit, 255/30 (front) and 305/25 (rear) 
Hankook V12 tyres, KW V3 coilovers, Brembo GT 
BBK with custom Rosso Corsa red calipers and 
405mm (front) and 380mm (rear) Type 3 discs

EXTERIOR 
Alpine white, IND gloss black grilles, badges 
and vents, ONEighty NYC custom headlights, 3D 
Design front carbon fibre lip, side skirts, rear 
spoiler and rear diffuser, 2016 LCI rear lights, 
60% ceramic tint, 80% blue ceramic 
windscreen tint

INTERIOR
Sakhir orange leather, P3 Cars digital vent gauge, 
Alcantara pillars, headlining and rear shelf, 
Alcantara seatbacks with Sakhir orange leather 
centres, Sakhir orange leather centre console, 
carbon fibre trim, 3D Design pedal set, 3D Design 
hand brake with Sakhir orange leather gaiter, 
BMW Competition Package front seats belts and 
matching custom one-off rear seat belts, Jehnert 
Flatline Woofer System comprising tweeters, 
mids and under-seat subwoofers, Technic OEM 
harness plug and play kit, Helix DSP eight 
channel processor, 2x Dynaudio 9.5” woofers in 
custom enclosure under rear shelf

THANKS 
I’d like to thank every person and shop that 
had anything to do with this build especially 
IND Distribution, AUTOcouture Motoring, ESH 
Upholstering, Reflected Images Detailing, VP Auto 
Collision, A+ Auto Styling, and Tuning Tech FS. 
And I cannot leave out the fact that my wonderful 
wife, Stefanie, is always so understanding and 
not a pain in my ass about “Playing with cars!”
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Eisenmann exhaust 
with carbon tips
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his Brembo GT big brake kit. In lieu of 
traditional red Brembo calipers, Eric had 
the folks at VP Auto Collision paint the 
calipers in Ferrari Rosso Corsa red. So 
why go the extra step to repaint a factory 
red caliper a different shade of red? 
“Classic Brembos are red but I wanted 
a brighter fi nish,” explains Eric, “plus, I 
wanted to do the gold lettering.” The gold 
Brembo classic font ties-in with both the 
BBS logo as well as the gold hardware 
around the wheel and while painting the 
calipers, he had IND paint an OEM engine 
cover in Rosso Corsa to match. 

When it came to styling, knowing that 
Mineral white is one of the hardest colours 
to match, Eric sent his bumper off alone 
to have the body shop paint match all of 
his parts. Not to be confused with him 
being ostentatious, it is another stride 
in his pursuit of the perfect mod each 
time and every area of the car has been 
carefully thought out. For his carbon 
aero 3D Design’s M3 range was chosen, 
with front lip, side skirts, rear spoiler and 
rear diffuser now sitting on the car while 
the IND cosmetics and custom blackout 

headlights by Oneighty NYC darken the 
chrome. Finally, Nick at A+ Auto Styling 
added clear paint protecton to the entire 
front end to keep it looking brand new. 

The exterior, impeccably dressed in 
the fi nest parts available, only grazes 
the surface of this F80; the interior is 
where Eric’s vision and insanity was 
truly materialised. Plush OEM fabrics 
adorn the cabin thanks to the Alex and 
Austin of ESH Upholstery, with the 
pillars, headlining, seat backs, and shelf 
all wrapped in Alcantara while concealed 
in the rear shelf sit two 9.5” Dynaudio 
subwoofers inside custom enclosures. 
Splitting up the black Alcantara-wrapped 
seat backs are Sakhir orange leather 
centres and inspired by his friend, Larry, 
who ordered an F80 through the BMW 
Individual programme, Eric also had the 
entire centre console wrapped in Sakhir 
orange leather. Along the way, the factory 
stitch work was replicated by ESH and a 
Sakhir orange hand brake gaiter butts up 
to the brushed 3D Design handle. This and 
the matching 3D Design pedal set tie in 
with the stock silver accents throughout 

the interior. Eric also sourced OEM BMW 
Competition seat belts with tricolour 
stitching before the Competition models 
were on the road. However, BMW does not 
make the M-striped Competition seat belts 
for the rear seats, so the only acceptable 
solution for Eric was to buy a second set 
of front Competition seat belts, which he 
then had broken down and rebuilt into 
the rear carrier mechanisms in order to 
match the fronts and they are the only set 
out there. Going that extra distance on the 
smaller, detail-oriented areas is what sets 
Eric’s cars apart from the others.

Whether it’s that right look that won’t 
let go of you, or the details that get you 
to come back for another look, there is a 
lot to be said about cars that can stop you 
in your tracks and this duo certainly does 
that and each one is the complete package. 
With individual touches, killer looks and 
some serious power, they tick just about 
all the boxes, whatever your modded 
BMW preference, and whether you want to 
cruise low and slow with the top down or 
prefer the four door lifestyle, you’re onto a 
winner either way  ●

Custom-trimmed 
Sakhir orange 
leather dash

Both M3 and M4 are 
seriously sexy

Custom Alcantara 
seatbacks
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• PREMIUM & EXCLUSIVE UPGRADES FOR
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• SUPERCHARGING SPECIALISTS
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• WE SHIP WORLDWIDE. MINIMUM 20%
DISCOUNT ON ALL EXPORT ORDERS

10-15%
Discount on most 

exhausts for a 
limited period
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Tel: +44 (0)1784 493 555

Upto 750 BHP
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          GST450K (PUMP KIT)
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High Performance

From
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From
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Buy from M-Style now and take
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We can ship parts directly from country of origin
straight to your door. You pay in GB Pounds.

COURTESY CARS
available DURING SERVICE

Nationwide Pick Up/Drop Off

• White E90 M3
• Genuine Vorsteiner front bumper
• Carbon splitter moulded into 

bumper
• Carbon CSl style boot spoiler 
• CSL lip exposed in carbon
• Carbon replacement mirror caps

• Carbon narrow style diffuser
• Genuine Vorsteiner wheels with 

alloy gaiter
• Carbon side skirt splitters
• Shadowline side vents covers
• M-Style performance exhaust
• Shadowline bonnet vent covers
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Showroom & Service Centre:  Unit 2,  Northgate Park,  Collier Row Road,  Romford,  Essex  RM5 2BG.  UK

All prices include VAT. Prices correct
at time of going to press but subject to
alteration without notice. E&OE.

Eisenmann Exhausts

Digital Data Displays . from £599.00
Cars with Exhaust Flap from £995.00
Available for most BMW’s from 2006
onwards including the E46 M3

Lighting - E30 & E32/E34

Lighting Upgrade Set - E46

H&R Lowering Springs

Front Foglamp Sets £129.00
Fits E46 and
E39 Sports
and M3/M5

Angel Eye Headlamps
for E30 & E32/E34
Black or Chrome. . . . . . . . £129.00
E92/93 HID Xenon Conversion

Projector
£79.00

Foglamps
£59.00

Smoked 
£59.00

Awron Data DisplaysVINYL FILM
WRAPPING

HEIGHT 
ADJUSTABLE
SUSPENSION

Lighting Upgrade 
Package
Includes LED Rear Lights 
(4 Pieces),Side Repeaters and
Front  Indicators in clear or smoked. Saloon
(all) & Coupe >2003. . . . . . . . . . . . £177.60
Convertible >2003. . . . . . . . . . . . . £234.00

£177.60
FROM

Quad Exhaust
Conversions
from £975.00

Examples:
E46 lowering springs . . . from £175
E92 lowering springs . . . from £199
F10 lowering springs . . . from £250
F80 M3 F82 & F84 M4 lowering
springs . . . . . . . . . . . . . from £219

Tyres from just £495 per set

MASSIVE RANGE
of ALLOY WHEELS and

Discs, Calipers, Pads
and Hoses

BRAKE UPGRADES
and BIG BRAKE KITS

and BODYWORK VINYL
GRAPHICS

FULL INTERIOR
RETRIMMING
and UPHOLSTERY

REPAIRS

SUPPLIED
and FITTED

Springs & Suspension Kits

SUSPENSION
and CHASSIS TUNING

PERFORMANCE 
EXHAUSTS

WINDOW
TINTING

ICI Rear Lamp Upgrade
For early 
E92 & E93
Includes complete 
rear lamp units and 
wiring adaptor to update to late model ICI lights.
Update kit. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £634.80
Coding to car’s ECU (required). . . . . . . . £96.00

Part of the
ICI Rear Lamp Upgrades

Angel Eye Headlamps
Xenon Headlamps

LIGHTING 
UPGRADES

£599.00
FROM

Groupwww.prior-design.co.uk • www.mstyle-3ddesign.co.uk • www.autoenhance.co.uk

LM Style - 18”, 19” ,20”
Wider rears. Various Colours

Apollo - 19” Wider
rears. Various Colours

CSL Style-18”19” Wider
rears. Various Colours

CSL Style Black 18”, 19”
Wider rears. Various Colours

Quantum- 19” Wider
rears. Various Colours

Tyrus - 18”, 19” Wider
rears. Various Colours

£69.95

£120.00
FROM

Carbon Fibre
Kerscher front
splitter for
E82/E88 1M
£279.00

Vented powerdome bonnet
Primed £495.00 / Carbon £695.00

MStyle Racing 3 piece splitter 

£495.00
FROM

FROM

BMW 1 Series Panels

Fits BMW 4 Series F32/F33 Coupé &
Convertible models . . . . . . £879.00

£399.00

£348.00

1 Series Carbon Splitter

Fits F20 

Various versions including 
Quad Exhaust. Unpainted from £120.00

Carbon Fibre from £204.00

CSL style bootlid 
(for coupe only)
Primed £409.00
Carbon £549.00

F32/33 gloss black kidney grilles with
the double slats (M3 look) £69.95

Evo carbon vented bonnet for all F32
and F33 models excellent quality and
fitment. £798.00  

Carbon rear diffuser for all F32 4
series 435i models or cars with the
dual exit exhausts. £499.00

£499.00

Complete with
chrome trims and
side indicators

E90/E91 £348
E92/E93 £348

E8x 1 series £399
F10/F11. . . £399

SET of FOUR

£750.00

E91/E92/93 Rear Diffusers

E91/E92/93 Wide vArches F32/F33 Styling

£798.00

Parts, Accessories & Upgrades for all BMW Models

4 Series Sportlook Kit

£879.00

FROM

Superbright HID Xenon Conversion
for E92/E93
supplied   £195.00
fully fitted £295.00 

Lowering Spring 
Kits available for 
most BMW models 
from  £169.58 per set
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When you spend most of your life travelling sideways, 
building a Nissan-powered turbo E30 drift machine that’s 
also your daily driver is a pretty normal thing to do…
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T
here are numerous motor 
sports that some of us might 
struggle to see the appeal of. 
For example, tractor pulling, 
which involves creating 

something about as far removed from a 
traditional tractor as possible, strapping 
fi ve supercharged V8s to it, and then 
travelling very slowly down a strip of 
dirt pulling a massive weighted sledge. 
It’s a very powerful, noisy spectacle, 

but it’s all very slow. Drag racing is better 
because at least now you’re combining 
noise and power with speed, and that’s 
a great combination, a winning formula 
however you look at it. But, again, it’s a lot 
effort for a few seconds of fun (we’ve all 
been there…) and some people just can’t 
see the appeal of simply driving quickly 
in a straight line. But drifting is different; 
we appreciate it doesn’t have absolutely 
universal appeal, but it has a lot going for O
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it. For starters it takes place on circuits, 
so it’s that bit closer to traditional motor 
sport, and it requires a lot of skill; while 
just about anyone can kick the tail out 
on a BMW, to spend almost entire laps 
travelling sideways with absolute precision 
requires exceptional levels of car control. 
It also requires some healthy power – we 
like power – and a purpose-built car 
designed specifi cally to go sideways, 
and that means a hardcore, stripped-out 
machine. Wrap all of that up in a classic 
and much-loved BMW body, let’s say an 
E30, and you’ve got a combination that’s 
hard to beat.

Before we go any further, before we 

meet Taylor Bloomfi eld, owner of this 
purple sparkle rocket, we have to warn 
you that there is a Nissan engine in this 
car. Sacrilege, blasphemy, the end of the 
world and civilisation as we know it, sure, 
so if you need to choke on something or 
spit your coffee all over your copy of the 
magazine, do that now and we can all 
move on. Whatever engine you stick in 
an E30, you’re in for a wild ride, that’s a 
huge part of the appeal, and when you’re 
a 26-year-old Fife-based engineer with an 
unbridled passion for modded machinery 
and petrol in your veins, how could you 
possibly resist?

Taylor is our kind of guy; he loves 

cars, lives cars and has already had more 
cars – all modded, naturally – than many 
people with 10 years on him. His fi rst car 
was actually two cars, a Renault 5 and a 
Porsche 944 (as you do), the 5 receiving a 
full concours build and Clio engine swap. 
This duo was followed by all manner of 
mixed-up machinery, including a Vauxhall 
Nova and two Mk2 Golfs, one a GTi with a 
Honda H22 engine swap. Where do BMWs 
come into the equation? Well they actually 
came into the equation before all that, 
before he could even drive, back when 
he was just 13 and between then and his 
fi rst at 19 (an E36 318iS that got turned 
into a crazy-low M3 rep) he was involved 
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Drift E30
ENGINE
2.0-litre four-cylinder straight cam turbo Nissan 
SR20DET, HKS head gasket, Yashio Factory exhaust 
manifold, GT2871R turbo with Forge actuator, 
homemade mounts, homemade 3” downpipe and 
exhaust, front mount intercooler, homemade boost 
pipes, Koyo radiator with HKS cap, Mishimoto fans 
in homemade cowling, Mishimoto coolant and oil 
catch tank, Forge secondary catch tank, Mocal 
oil cooler, silicone hoses, S15 injectors, Tomei 
fuel pressure regulator, Turbosmart manual boost 
controller, Walbro fuel pump, homemade reinforced 
sump, homemade wire-tucked loom, fully stitch 
welded and smoothed bay painted Ford grey

POWER AND TORQUE
240hp and 210lb ft of torque

TRANSMISSION
RB20DET fi ve-speed manual gearbox, Exedy paddle 
clutch, short shifter, homemade mounts, homemade 
propshaft, braided clutch line, welded 4.10 ratio 
diff, homemade solid diff bush

CHASSIS
9x15” ET0 (front and rear) Rota RKR wheels with 
chrome powder coated fi nish, 195/45 (front and 
rear) tyres, stud kit with neochrome bolts, BC Racing 
Extra Low coilovers, full coilover rears, custom spring 
rates, homemade lock kit (arms and hubs), front strut 
brace, raised and braced front subframe, Treehouse 
Racing front control arm bushes, homemade raised 
solid rear subframe mounts, Superpro rear trailing 
arm bushes, modifi ed rear trailing arms to correct 
camber and toe, standard 316i solid discs (front) and 
drums (rear), servo deleted, relocated fl uid reservoir, 
OBP hydraulic handbrake with jack pole lever, purple 
braided hoses, brake pipes inside car

EXTERIOR
Respray in Daytona violet with red and gold 
metal fl ake, homemade arches front and rear 
(rears tubbed), homemade bonnet vent, front 

and rear badge recesses welded over, de-locked 
passenger door, homemade smoked headlights, 
smoked front indicators with US running lights, 
smoked side repeaters, M Tech 2 replica front 
bumper, homemade side skirts, perspex rear 
window, lightened bonnet and boot lid, homemade 
front lower frame for radiator/intercooler setup, 
homemade crash bars, chrome window trim 
painted black

INTERIOR
Full multipoint weld-in Custom Cages roll-cage 
with extra bars and gusseting, Driftworks Cobra 
Evolution driver’s seat, custom-trimmed Japan 
passenger seat, STR harnesses, Mintfab steering 
wheel, snap-off boss kit, neochrome gear knob, 
NASCAR mirror, modifi ed door cards for cage, 
VDO centre console gauges for oil pressure, oil 
temperature and boost, Defi  water temperature 
gauge, exhaust tunnel in passenger fl oor, alloy 
battery box, plumbed-in extinguisher, handheld 
extinguisher, battery cut-off, internal fuel lines, 
fusebox relocated to glovebox, purple LED footwell 
and under-door lights, STR helmet net in rear, 
deleted spare wheel well for jacking point, interior 
painted Ford grey, Alpine head unit, Vibe front 
speakers and 6x9s

THANKS
Everyone that’s helped out with the car by giving 
advice/abuse in equal measures, Dougie from
work, Grant for cleaning the mess after the fi re 
when I was ready to strip it for bits, Damon at 
Wheelcoat for an awesome job on the wheels, 
Mikey at Fife Powdercoatings for the engine and 
chassis coating, Dougie at Trix for tyre supplies, 
Toole Design for painting the purple the fi rst time 
round, Ben at Rota wheels, Josh at Likehell Design, 
Russ Paton for dyno work, Josh at Graphix-D, 
Driftland for the shoot location and support, all the 
photographers from various drift events along with
anyone else I’ve forgotten whos’s helped out over 
the years!
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E30 sits on BC 
Racing coilovers

SR20 now
makes 240hp

Uprated Koyo rad
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don’t matter and with 2.5-litres of straight-
six goodness under the bonnet the E30 
would happily wag its tail on command. 
What does matter is having a car that 
drives properly and won’t fi ght you when 
you’re piloting it sideways, which means 
getting the suspension sorted and that was 
the fi rst thing Taylor did. “All the chassis 
modifi cations were done to improve 
how the car drove while keeping it as 
low as possible,” he explains, and that’s 
a pretty good philosophy to have when 
it comes to suspension. Now anything’s 
going to be better than cut springs, so he 
kicked things off with a set of homemade 
coilovers, which have recently been 
swapped out for a set of BC Racing 
coilovers. At the same time as fi tting his 
fi rst set of coilovers, Taylor also added 
another drift car essential: a steering 
lock kit. When you’re going sideways, 
the greater the steering angle your car is 
capable of achieving, the bigger the slide 
you can control and recover from and 
the easier it is to do so. On a road car the 
steering angle will usually be somewhere 
between 30-40° but on a drift car it will 
be much higher, around 60-65°, which 
means some outrageous slides can be 
achieved, controlled and recovered with 
minimal fuss – as long as you’re a pro with 
perfect car control that knows exactly 
what they’re doing, of course. As with his 
coilovers Taylor opted to construct his 
own lock kit, comprising modifi ed arms 
and hubs, and this is still fi tted to the car 
now. The chassis mods don’t end there, 
though, and as you’d expect there have 
been some serious upgrades throughout 
to ensure this E30 handles as best as it 
possibly can out on track. There’s a front 
strut brace, the front subframe has been 
raised and braced, Treehouse Racing front 
control arm bushes have been added, 
the rear subframe sits on raised, solid 
homemade mounts, Superpro rear trailing 
arm bushes have been fi tted and there are 
also modifi ed rear trailing arms to correct 
camber and toe.

After his early suspension upgrades, 
the next item on Taylor’s modding list 
was a bucket seat but the interior has 
come a long way since then. “I needed a 
roll-cage for competition use,” he says, 
“but I tried to keep it looking tidy with 
as much interior as possible as it is still 
my daily driver, and I did all the work 
myself.” The fact this is Taylor’s only 
mode of transportation makes everything 
about it just that little bit more insane. 
We bet it gets some looks down at the 
supermarket. That original bucket seat is 
now two bucket seats, with a Driftworks 

“ All the chassis 
 modifi cations were done 

 to improve how the car 
 drove while keeping it as 

 low as possible” 

with building a few, which only served to 
strengthen his love for Bavarian metal and 
brings us neatly to his E30. 

“Drifting was starting to take off locally 
to me thanks to Jumanji Nights,” he says, 
“and I wanted to get involved. I found this 
E30 locally and swapped my rat-look Mk2 
Golf for it. Originally it was a 316i with a 
matt black paint job, arches made from 
newspaper and fi ller, a welded diff, cut 
springs and an M20B25 engine swap; really 
rough!!” he laughs and yes, when he said 
that two exclamation marks fl ew out of 
his mouth. That to us sounds like the kind 

of car that even the most die-hard BMW 
purist would chuck a Nissan lump into 
without giving two hoots about it (maybe 
one hoot), but that wasn’t the plan. “I just 
wanted to use it as a cheap drift car to 
learn in without worrying about crashing 
it,” he says sensibly, but clearly that cheap 
E30 grew on him, and grew with him, 
which is why it now boasts a paint job that 
would shame many a show car. But how 
did it get from point A to point D (for drift, 
y’see)?

When you’re building a drift car, matt 
black paint and newspaper arches really 

Engine bay has been 
fully stitch welded 

and smoothed
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Cobra evolution one for Taylor and a 
custom-trimmed Japanese passenger 
item, both equipped with STR harnesses 
which are connected up to the full multi-
point, welded-in Custom Cages roll-cage, 
complete with extra bars and gusseting, 
and the door cards have been modified 
for the cage. There’s a purple-rimmed 
Mintfab steering wheel on a snap-off boss 
kit, a neochrome gear knob, NASCAR 
mirror plus a slew of gauges, with a trio of 
VDO items mounted in the centre console 
monitoring oil temperature, pressure and 
boost, along with a Defi water temperature 
gauge. The exhaust tunnel now runs 
through the passenger floor (toasty) and 
the fuel lines have also been relocated to 
the interior while the fusebox now resides 

in the glovebox. Purple LED footwell and 
under-door lights make sure the mood is 
always right while the spare wheel well 
has been deleted to allow for a jacking 
point and there’s also an STR helmet net 
in the back, which no doubt doubles up 
as handy storage for the weekly shop. 
Finally, because you can’t have a sorry-
looking interior when your car is such a 
looker, everything has been painted in a 
shade of Ford grey and the main creature 
comforts take the shape of an Alpine 
head unit connected up to some Vibe 
front speakers and a pair of 6x9s. What’s 
especially impressive about the interior is 
that while it is stripped-out and incredibly 
focussed, it’s been finished to an incredibly 
high standard, like the rest of the car, and 

there’s a lot of love that’s gone into this. 
Now seems as good a time as any to 

get stuck into what’s going on under the 
bonnet and the engine swap was one 
of the last things to happen to this E30. 
“After abusing the M20 for a couple of 
years I was after more power,” explains 
Taylor, and at least he got his money’s 
worth out of the BMW engine, so everyone 
can be happy about that. “It was cheaper 
for me to get the Nissan engine in and 
working than it would have been to fit 
an M52 engine! The car caught fire on its 
maiden voyage due to oil blowing out of 
the dipstick over the exhaust manifold, 
causing considerable damage,” he winces, 
“so thanks to my friend Grant for cleaning 
up the mess the best he could so I could 
find motivation to look at it again!” So 
what are we looking at? It’s a Nissan 
SR20DET straight cam engine, meaning 
it’s an earlier incarnation of this engine, 
which would have originally been found 
in an 180SX, and the engine code tells us 
everything we need to know: it’s a 2.0-
litre, dual overhead cam, electronic fuel 
ignition-equipped turbocharged engine 
(hence the 20DET).

“ I needed a roll-cage for 
 competition use, but I tried to keep 
 it looking tidy with as much interior as 
 possible as it is still my daily driver” 
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Roll-cage tigers 
are all the rage,
we hear…

Perfect for extreme 
drift manoeuvres

Purple theme 
continues inside

Helmet net
also handy for

shopping. Probably

Keeping this E30 as 
low as possible was 

always the plan
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This four-cylinder lump is an extremely 
popular engine and eminently tunable, 
with a huge range of aftermarket parts 
available, as well as clearly being 
exceedingly affordable, making it the 
perfect choice for a build like this. Out of 
the box, this particular fl avour of SR20 
would have been making 205hp plus a 
healthy 202lb ft of turbocharged torque, 
perfect for drifting and a useful boost over 
what the M20 was putting out. Of course, 
one does not buy a turbo engine to keep it 
standard and Taylor has been busy under 
the bonnet. It certainly boasts a healthy 
spec list with some choice mods on there, 
like the HKS head gasket, GT2871R turbo, 
Yashio Factory exhaust manifold, a fat 
front mount intercooler, uprated Koyo 
rad, S15 injectors, Walbro fuel pump and 
more homemade components, like the 
3” downpipe and exhaust, boost pipes, 
reinforced sump and even the wire-tucked 
loom. Oh yes, because presentation is 
as important as performance, naturally, 
which is why the engine bay has been fully 
stitch welded and smoothed before being 
fi nished in the same shade of Ford grey as 
the interior, and it looks ultra-clean for it. 
As far as performance is concerned, this 
engine now makes a very healthy 240hp 
and 210lb ft of torque, more than enough 
to easily overwhelm the 195 section tyres 
on demand and create some epic drifts 
and it makes some highly entertaining 
turbo noises to boot. The gearbox is a 
fi ve-speeder that was originally connected 
to an RB20DET engine, a slightly more 
powerful straight-six, and has been 
enhanced with the addition of an Exedy 
paddle clutch, a short shifter, braided 
clutch line and is hooked up to a welded 
4.10 ratio rear diff. 

What you won’t have missed is how 
absolutely spectacular this car looks and 
it’s mostly down to that stunning respray. 
You will recall that when Taylor purchased 
his E30 it was fi nished in matt black, 
which was never going to do and its fi rst 
colour change was to grey, carried out 
by Taylor himself, but now it’s something 
special. The colour is BMW Daytona 
violet, a classic, but the reason it doesn’t 
look like any DV you’ll have ever seen 
before is because it’s a custom blend that 
incorporates red and gold metal fl ake, 
which is what gives it that incredible 
sparkle and shimmer, and it’s topped off 
with some graphics for good measure. 
As far as the styling is concerned, Taylor 
says “I’ve always been a fan of the low/
wide Euro-look, so the car’s bodywork 
has just progressed with my tastes,” but 
beyond that, there’s a lot going on here 

that you won’t be aware of simply by 
looking at the car. Both front and rear 
arches are homemade, with the rears 
being tubbed, the rear screen is perspex 
and the bootlid has been lightened. The 
more visible changes include the bonnet, 
which is equipped with a homemade vent 
to help keep things cool in the heat of the 
moment, and has also been lightened, the 
welded-over front and rear badge recesses, 
the homemade smoked headlights, the 
replica M Tech 2 front bumper and the 
homemade side skirts to name but a few. 
We can’t forget the wheels either and while 
there have been various setups over the 
years his current choice works so well on 
the car we wager it’s going to stick around 
for a while. “The wheels had to be 15” due 
to availability of part worn tyres at the 
time,” he explains, “but they are harder to 
come by now! I wanted something wide 
and old school-looking and I love Minilites 
and Superlites so the Rotas made sense,” 
and so the E30 currently wears a set of 
9x15” ET0 RKRs with a chrome powder 
coat fi nish mounted on a stud conversion 
kit with neochrome wheel nuts. Nice.

This E30 is the culmination of fi ve years 
of work and you can see that everywhere 

you look; building a car of this calibre is 
not a quick affair. Every winter Taylor 
takes his car off the road and sets about 
working on it for the following season, 
whether than involves repairs or upgrades, 
and each year it comes out ready for battle 
out on the track and hungry for the blood 
of its opponents. Probably. What we love 
about this car is that just as much work 
and effort has gone into the aesthetics, 
which you might consider to be secondary 
on a drift machine, as it has into making 
the thing drive as best as it possibly can. 
The fact that it’s also Taylor’s daily is what 
really puts a smile on our face, above all 
else. Of course, for all the work that Taylor 
has done, there’s always more on the list. 
“Money no object I would go for more 
power, a 350Z gearbox and better paint 
and bodywork,” he muses, but that’s not 
to say there aren’t some more changes in 
the pipeline anyway. “I’ve been building a 
forged engine to go in, to get some more 
power reliably, hopefully!” he chuckles, 
“and I may try to up the wheel size to 17s.” 
Those future alterations plus whatever else 
Taylor has up his sleeves for his E30 mean 
that for this drift machine the only way is 
up, or should that be sideways? ●

Taylor making it all 
look so easy

Rota 15s sit 
on stud kit
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 ONE 
LOVE

Words and photos: Andy Starkey

Immaculately presented and sitting on custom three-piece 
splits, this bagged 1 Series is a real beauty
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W
e all know the 
expression “house-
proud,” applicable 
to those who take 
immense care and pride 

in presenting their homes in an absolutely 
immaculate fashion but, for those of us so 
deeply absorbed in the world of modifi ed 
motors (which applies to pretty much 
anyone reading this), car-proud is what we 
are. It’s not enough to just own a modifi ed 
car, for us it’s all about keeping it at its 
best at all times; you couldn’t possibly 
be driving around in a mucky car, it’s an 
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immense care and pride 

anyone reading this), car-proud is what we 

extension of you and making sure that 
the world sees it spotless and perfect 
extremely important and, when you’re a 
detailer by trade, even more so.

That brings us neatly to this 116i and 
its owner, 24-year-old Sean Cranston, who 
just so happens to be a detailer, working 
for a privately-owned dealership to ensure 
that every car on its forecourt is absolutely 
immaculate. Detailing is not a casual 
career; detailers are obsessive about 
automotive cleanliness and attention to 
detail, they have to be, but that means that 
they can never switch off and that means 
building and owning a car that takes both 
presentation and that attention to detail to 
another level.

Sean found this 55 plate 116i a little 
more than two years ago when it came up 
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for sale with a mere 26k was on the clock 
and it had been looked after particularly 
well by its owner. “I loved how she looked 
and I saw potential”, he says, so negotiated 
a deal and began to work his magic on 
making his mark on the little BM. The car 
was already bright red, which fi tted in 
perfectly with Sean’s plans and was one 
of his reasons for choosing this car in the 
fi rst place.

While it started out life as an SE, this 
1 Series is now rather more smartly-
dressed. The standard bumpers were the 
fi rst thing to go and were replaced with 
more aggressive M Sport-style ones along 
with some sexy carbon splitters up front. 
Sean’s not a fan of number plates on front 
bumpers, which means a super-clean front-

end; “I do put a plate in the front screen 
when on the move”, he assures us, “it’s 
not caused me a problem so far but the 
car doesn’t go far and not at great speed 
either,” he adds, and we don’t blame him 
as the thought of that front-end getting 
covered in stone chips is an upsetting one. 
The original headlights have been replaced 
with a far more attractive set of angel 
eye-equipped items and they’re joined by 
a pair of gloss black kidney grilles. At the 
back, a carbon spoiler sits on top of the 
tailgate, contrasting perfectly against the 
red bodywork, and it’s joined by an equally 
sexy carbon valance. A subtle bit of 
de-badging and wiper-delete add to a very 
pretty rump and you can’t fail to notice the 
American-style plate pressed plate, which 

“ Sean has had the seats 
 re-upholstered with Tartan inserts and 
 you’ll fi nd the same Tartan pattern on 
 the arm rests and gaiters” 

Air-ride E87 116i
ENGINE AND TRANSMISSION
1.6-litre four-cylinder N54B16, 130i exhaust 
modifi ed by TGS. Five-speed manual gearbox

CHASSIS
8x18” (front) and 9x18” (rear) custom three-piece 
Style 32 wheels by CR Custom Wheels with 
225/45 (front) and 235/45 (rear) Nankang tyres, Air 
Lift Performance air-ride

EXTERIOR
Crimson red, matt black grilles, M Sport front 
and rear bumpers, carbon front splitters, mirror 
covers, roof spoiler and rear valance, angel eye 
headlights, carbon roundels

INTERIOR
Seats reupholstered with Tartan inserts, fl ocked 
instrument binnacle and bright red fl ocked details 
throughout, carbon gear knob and hand brake 
lever, Tartan gaiters, steering wheel with red 
fl ocked trim, perforated grips and Alcantara top 
and bottom sections with red centre stripe

THANKS
Ben green for doing the mechanical side of 
things on my car e.g. fi tting camber arms, discs 
and pads, headlights and bumpers, CR Custom 
Wheels for doing my wheels, Matt Quinn for 
painting my wheels and fi tting the tyres without 
scuffi ng the wheels, Dom Yeates @spotless_
detailing keeping the car looking amazing all 
the time, Edd Aldridge for doing the interior, 
amazing work as always, KCarbon for doing the 
interior carbon bits and more work he is 
currently doing as we speak, also TGS Top Gear 
Stockport for making the exhaust fi t and all their 
work on my previous cars, top lads, fi nally my 
fi ancée for putting up with it all and also helping 
out and always pushing me to constantly get the 
car looking better

D
A

T
A
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E

Engine’s standard but 
130i exhaust helps 
with the soundtrack
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reads ‘Elysian’; this, in case you needed 
to know, is Greek and means ‘heavenly’ 
and ‘blissful’ and refers to anything that is 
delightful, defi nitely a pretty good choice 
of words to describe this car.

As you can see from the car’s stance, 
this 1 Series is sitting on air, with an Air 
Lift set up on board as Sean had no desire 
to do anything less than making sure his 
1 Series was on the deck, and it defi nitely 
does the job. There’s some serious tuck 
going on and a few of the car’s under-body 
trim pieces actually touch the ground 
when Sean airs out, that’s how low it goes. 
With air-ride comes the need for the right 
rims, ones which also had to tie-in with 
the black and red theme going on here; 
this is the third set that this car has worn 

Carbon gear 
knob and

hand brake 

Lots of Tartan
touches in here

Carbon splitters 
and black grilles 
add a touch
of aggression

Vibrant, individual interior 
with red fl ocking
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and arguably the best. If they look familiar, 
that’s because they started out life as Style 
32s before being transformed into the 
three-piece beauties you see before you 
by CR Custom Wheels in Poland, which 
specialises in changing single-piece wheels 
into multi-piece masterpieces. The wheels 
look fantastic on the 1 Series, fi lling the 
arches perfectly and they really suit it. 

The exterior speaks for itself but, the 
interior is no less striking. Sean has had 
the seats re-upholstered with Tartan 
inserts and you’ll fi nd the same Tartan 
pattern on the arm rests and gaiters, while 
the gear knob and handbrake are both 
carbon. The steering wheel, meanwhile, 

has been treated to perforated grips and 
Alcantara top and bottom sections with 
a red centre stripe. The exterior red also 
makes its presence felt in the interior 
scheme by appearing as brightly fl ocked 
fl ashes on the dash, steering wheel and 
doors; even the rear window winders have 
been fl ocked. The velvety covering may 
not be that hard-wearing but that’s not 
the point, it’s how it looks, and it certainly 
makes a big statement. Finally, under 
the bonnet the 1.6-litre four-cylinder N54 
has been left virtually standard, bar the 
addition of a modifi ed 130i exhaust for a 
slightly more rousing soundtrack, but this 
car isn’t about performance, it’s all about 

Serious tuck, and serious
lows courtesy of the air-ride

the looks and Sean has absolutely nailed 
that, inside and out.

A really big issue with someone who has 
this kind of dedication to their car is that 
they may not know when to stop. So, does 
Sean know when to stop? He’s got plans 
for his boot build, but is that where it 
ends? “Apart from a couple of little carbon 
fi bre touches” he assures us, “that’s it, I’m 
done,” though whether or not we believe 
him is another matter! But we do believe 
that this 1 Series needs nothing else; it 
wants for nothing, having been treated 
to nothing but the best and Sean’s built 
a stunning car that stands out from the 
crowd and gets all the love it deserves  ●
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Words: Daniel Bevis   Photos: Mike Kuhn

Will Wang has pulled off a neat visual trick 
here – he’s made an ostentatious Rocket 
Bunny-kitted M3 look almost subtle. How? 
Improbably, he’s channeled the visual drama 
of Ferrari to pull it all together…

 ROUGE 

T
here used to be a time when red cars 
seemed like the obvious choice. ‘Resale 
Red’, dealers would call it – particularly 
if it was a Ferrari, only a fool would spec 
a black 355 or a yellow 348. And with 

mainstream cars it was the same – red reinforces 
residuals. Ford infamously embraced this in fi ne style 
by offering their hot hatches in a sporty shade by the 
name of ‘Rosso Red’ – which of course means, er, 
‘Red Red’. 

It’s not so much the case these days, since 
manufacturers started showcasing all their latest 
concepts and sport models in shimmering white 
paint; white used to be the cheapskate option, but it’s 
somehow fl ipped and become premium. The palettes 
have tectonically shifted, and nowadays red can seem 
like a pretty offbeat choice. And it certainly works on 
this Rocket Bunny-kitted E46 M3, doesn’t it?

That’s a Ferrari shade of paint, no less, and it 
speaks volumes about the quality of this build. But 
with its owner, Will Wang, being manager and lead 
tech at iDL Design USA and iDL Auto Spa, you 
wouldn’t really expect anything but the best. What’s 
particularly impressive is how the exotic hue softens 
and quietens the ostentatious body kit, which helps to 
shuffl e Will’s conceptual wrangling into some sort of 
logical order. You see, on the one hand, he was keen 
to create an overt and in-your-face show-stopping 
build, harnessing the latest stylistic trends to bring the 
2004 M3 bang up-to-date. But on the other hand, he 
didn’t want to deviate too far from the stock form, as 
he’s always had a bit of a soft spot for it.

“I’ve been interested in BMWs ever since one of 
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Wide-body E46 M3
ENGINE AND TRANSMISSION
3.2-litre straight-six S54B32, Evolve CSL carbon-
fi bre intake, Supersprint exhaust manifold and 
full system with race silencers, Tuning Tech 
FS custom tune, CSF Radiators oil cooler and 
radiator. SMG transmission swapped out for 
Getrag Type-D six-speed manual gearbox

CHASSIS
10x18” (front) and 12.5x18” (rear) Rotiform LHR 
wheels in black chrome with 255/35 (front) and 
315/30 (rear) Toyo R888 tyres, Air Lift 3P air 
suspension, R1 Concepts big brake kit with six-pot 
calipers (front) and four-pot calipers (rear)

EXTERIOR
Rocket Bunny Pandem wide-arch kit, Vorsteiner 
bonnet, respray in Ferrari red

INTERIOR
Recaro Topline seats retrimmed in red leather

THANKS
To my understanding girlfriend Chrysta, iDL 
Design USA, everyone involved and all of my 
sponsors - Toyo Tires, Pancross, Rotiform, Air Lift 
and CSF
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Rear wheels measure 12.5” 
across and are wrapped in 
315 section rubber

Stud kit and red
nuts, naturally

SMG replaced
with manual ’box;

3P air-ride controller

Gorgeous Recaro Topline 
seats, trimmed in red leather
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my best friends in high school got an 
Imola Red E46 M3 from selling shoes,” he 
recalls (land of opportunity, huh?). “The 
E46 is one of the best-looking BMWs in my 
opinion. It has the total package of luxury, 
handling, performance, good looks, and 
top speed.” So you can see the inherent 
dichotomy in keeping that essence and yet 
exponentially changing it – the soothing 
effect of the colour choice ticks a lot of 
boxes, and we perhaps also shouldn’t 
overlook the irony of using a supercar 
colour scheme to make an extravagant 
aesthetic overhaul seem more organic
and subtle.

“Before I got my M3, I had a modded 
Infi niti G35 with all the bolts-on, reworked 
suspension, wheels, the works. I had a 
body kit and supercharger ready to go, 
but then I totalled the car – which led to 
me getting the E46,” he explains. “I like to 
go fast, and have a car that can handle as 
well. But I also like to have a nice exterior 
and interior. It’s arguable that the E46 is 
the best performance car you can buy in 

that price range…” Yep, you won’t hear 
any arguments from us. So, with the G35 
despatched and the excuse to follow the 
dream and acquire the M3 primed, Will set 
about scouring the classifi eds. Before long, 
the ideal car presented itself on a used car 
forecourt in Washington DC – a one-owner 
example with solid history and just 40k 
on the clock. A decent base for a spot of 
dream-weaving.

“I had a few small plans at fi rst, like 
wheels, coilovers and exhaust, but nothing 
like what it’s turned into,” he grins, rubbing 
his eyes in disbelief at how that tidy, 
bone-stock M3 has somehow morphed 
into the scene-shifting creation he now 
sees before him. What’s perhaps most 
impressive to note here is just how quickly 
it all happened; while some of us would 
be happy to rest on our laurels for a time 
after having acquired such an aspirational 
machine, Will had no qualms about 
immediately tearing the thing to pieces and 
reinventing it. It’s a classic example of the 
snowball effect – it seems that the more 
he changed, the more it seemed logical to 
change other things, until the whole thing 
was totally unrecognisable from how it 
started. The pace of evolution was simply 
phenomenal, too – from Point A to shiny 
Point B only took about a month! Can you 
believe that?

Those plans for coilovers were the fi rst 
idea to be unceremoniously binned, as 
Will’s fi rst modifi cation to the car was to 
get its chassis fully kitted out with an Air 
Lift 3P air-ride system. “I swapped all the 
bushes for polyurethane, and reinforced 
the rear subframe with Turner Motorsports 
subframe plates,” he says. “I ended up 
going with Air Lift suspension because it 
is a lot easier to drive in the Los Angeles 
streets – this is my only car, and my daily 
driver, so it’s nice to be able to get in and 
out of my driveway!”

The next step was to plumb in a rorty 
Supersprint exhaust system, including 

Engine has been 
enhanced with an

Evolve carbon intake
and Supersprint manifold

“ Will had bought an SMG-equipped  
 M3, but quickly decided that he much 

 preferred having three pedals and 
 a stick, so he made it happen” 
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freer fl owing manifolds and race-spec 
silencers, and hot on the heels of that 
came the transmission swap. Yep, Will had 
bought an SMG-equipped M3, but quickly 
decided that he much preferred having 
three pedals and a stick, so he made it 
happen. Easy as that, eh?

“The brakes came next,” he says. “I 
chose R1 Concepts’ BBK, which brings 
six-pot calipers to the front and four-pots 
out back.” And then… well, then it all went 
a bit bonkers. Will decided, as so many 
people are wont to do these days, that 
wide-arches were the answer to a number 

of questions, so he got on the blower to 
scene legends Rocket Bunny to chew the 
fat over their E46 Pandem kit. This has 
added some brilliantly Beyoncé-esque fl ava 
to the profi le and yet – as we keep harping 
on about – it neatly accentuates the lines 
of the BMW rather than acting as a radical 
departure, thanks to Will’s decision to 
paint it all in this specifi c shade of red. 
It looks sumptuous, premium, not at all 
hooligan-like. It really is a very
smart move.

Naturally once you’ve exponentially 
increased the width of your car, you can’t 
just leave it on the stock rims. It’d look like 
one of those embarrassing Rover Metros 
with a fi breglass 6R4 kit bolted on. But 
thankfully Will knows whereof he speaks 
here, being something of an aftermarket 
wheel afi cionado; “I’ve had ten sets of 
wheels on this car, I change my mind a 
lot,” he chuckles. “But the Rotiform LHR is 
a real classic mesh design, I think it really 
suits the look.” And with 10” of width up 
front and a striking 12.5” at the tail, the 
sticky-rubbered rims certainly fi ll up those 
colossal arches neatly – especially when 
Will presses the magic button and airs the 
thing out.

“In terms of performance, the initial 
plan was basically to get as much out 
of the engine while keeping it naturally-
aspirated,” he says. “I started with an 
Evolve CSL carbon-fi bre intake and a 

custom tune from Tuning Tech, and I’ve 
also uprated the cooling. But I do plan on 
switching to forced induction in the future 
– most likely a supercharger upgrade, then 
go from there.” 

“The interior hasn’t been changed too 
much, aside from the seats,” Will says. 
“There’s now a set of Recaro Topline seats 
which have been trimmed in red leather, 
and that complements the exterior neatly. 
My favourite modifi cation is the wide-
body - it was the fi rst one in the world to 
hit the streets and makes a big presence! 
My friend Sanjay and I talk about how to 
mod my car all the time, and iy has been 
through a lot of transformations in the 
eight years I’ve owned it. I do most of my 
own work, except prepping and painting, 
so it’s a very personal build.”

“If money were no object, I’d be putting 
an S85 V10 motor in there,” he laughs. 
“But more realistically… let’s just say that 
the next time you see it, it’ll be a different 
colour. And it’ll have different wheels. In 
fact, a lot of things will be different.”

Such is the nature of an evolutionary 
project trajectory: that glorious red has 
more than served its purpose, but it had its 
time and now it’s been usurped. Survival of 
the fi ttest, you see – an ever stronger look 
has muscled its way in to take its place. 
Will’s actually already evolved his E46 
M3 further still, and we can’t imagine he’s 
fi nished just yet  ●

Rocket Bunny kit 
endows this E46 
M3 with huge 
presence

Pandem arches add 
some serious width
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Words and photos: Scene Media

Destination 
Nürburgring

D
riving the Nürburgring has to 
be top of the wish list for any 
automotive enthusiast. The 
13 or so miles and 70+ bends 
are the spiritual home for any 

Munich legend! Originally built in the mid 
1920s as a test track-come-race circuit, the 
Nürburgring is absolutely like no other. 
To build a track like this today would be 
impossible and that is perhaps the purest 
draw of the ’Ring, there is a real sense of 

danger here.
When taking your own car to the 

Nürburgring it’s a good idea to exercise 
caution. Crashing on the Norschliefe can 
get expensive quickly, crashing in an M 
car even more so. Luckily Destination 
Nürburgring has a fantastic record of 
creating the safest and fastest environment 
to enjoy your car at the limit on the 
greatest circuit on the planet. A full 
marshal package, impeccable etiquette 

and like-minded enthusiasts create an 
enjoyable atmosphere that allows your 
familiarity with the circuit to grow.

WHAT TO EXPECT 
FROM A DN DAY
So you’ve encountered the carnage of a 
Touristfahren, what should you expect 
from a closed circuit, ‘open pit lane’ DN 
track day? Absolute freedom, that’s what. 
Unlike a TF day you can come and go as 

PART 
TWO

The M3 is the perfect 
car with which to 

attack the ’Ring

In the second part of our Destination Nürbugring adventure, we take to the 
legendary circuit to see what driving the Nordschleife is actually like.
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There’s nothing like the 
thrill of fast laps on

the Nordschleife

RESPECT THE NORDSCHLEIFE
Driving your own car on the Nordschleife 
is a wonderful experience. A mix of fear 
and excitement, you become exceptionally 
aware of the forces at play through the 
chassis of the car. The bumps, cambered 
sections and compressions are unlike any 
other circuit on earth, more like a circular 
mountain road than race track. Here you 
will really understand the value of driving 
smoothly and experiencing real balance. 
Get it right and driving becomes a sort 
of ballet, get it wrong and it becomes a 
boxing match.

For this event we chose the latest F80 

M3, its smart traction control system 
affording us the greatest chance of 
survival. As if by fate, part way through 
the morning the heavens opened. If you 
thought a dry Nordschliefe was a daunting 
prospect, a wet one is really something 
else. The sheer frequency of use means 
every inch of circuit is covered in rubber, 
making a wet circuit really very slippery. 
Couple this with changing conditions and 
graffi ti painted sections and you have 
yourself a very unpredictable surface 
indeed. No matter how many times you 
drive this circuit on a computer game 
or simulator, nothing can compare to 

DESTINATION 
NÜRBURGRING 
EVENTS
On a DN day the tourist barriers are removed 
and drivers are able to complete fl ying laps with 
little traffi c on the circuit and on a DN day only 
registered DN drivers are able to drive on the 
circuit. These events have become incredibly 
popular with UK Nürburgring veterans who
crave the full race experience and the well 
organized ‘DN’ days regularly sell out well in 
advance of the event. It’s easy to see why. 
With limited spaces available Destination 
Nürburgring is able to ensure an enjoyable 
day with drivers of a similar standard and no 
frustrating traffi c. Since its inception there have 
been 15 successful DN events, all of which have 
been proudly supported by Bilstein suspension. 
“It’s a great way for Bilstein customers to 
really explore the capabilities of their new 
suspension,” explains Aaron Quilter, Aftermarket 
Manager of Bilstein UK. “Our performance 
dampers are developed at the Nürburgring so it 
is a perfect opportunity.” 

you please, taking one, two or even more 
laps if you dare. For the duration of the 
event DN participants are able to set up 
camp in the parking areas surrounding 
the Devil’s Diner, which is great for those 
bringing spare wheels and tools as it’s the 
perfect place to fi ne tune your setup.
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HOW DO I 
PRONOUNCE THAT?
You’ll hear a lot of people refer to the 
Nürburgring as simply ‘the ’Ring’, but that might 
seem a bit of a cop out. If you’re a stickler for 
facts, here are a few for you. The ‘Nür’ part 
is pronounced New-uhr while ‘burg’ more like 
‘boo-org’ rather than the very British Ner-berg-
ring that it has come to be known. If you want 
to be really geeky it’s actually the Nordschleife 
that you will be driving on, literally meaning 
‘North Loop’. The South Loop has since made 
way for the rather sanitary GP circuit. The 
written word can be a bit more confusing 
and you might have noticed that the offi cial 
Nürburgring website and social media accounts 
are spelled ‘Nuerburgring’. This is simply 
because the umlaut above the u cannot be used 
in a web URL.

Bilstein has a long 
relationship with

the ’Ring

The sort of car you build once 
you’re addicted to the ’Ring

You’ll see a wide 
variety of BMWs
hitting the track

Driving on such 
hallowed Tarmac 
is a special 
experience
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the feeling of actually piloting your own 
car around it. Experiencing the weight 
transfers and the effect on your body takes 
some getting used to but eventually the 
madness of the whole thing becomes more 
normal and you can start to piece together 
familiar sections.

DRIVING THE ’RING
It all begins in the car park entrance road. 
Ordinarily this would be where you swipe 
your card to gain entry to the circuit, on 
a DN day a friendly member of staff is on 
hand to wave you by. It’s a lot like those 
people you get at theme parks who smile 
as you climb the rickety chain-driven ramp 
before you plummet to your doom on a 
roller coaster.

Entering the circuit you accelerate hard 
towards the Bilstein gantry, the marker 
that most people use on a Tourist day 
to signify the beginning of the lap. From 
here on in it’s a helterskelter of twisting 
turns and blind crests. Tiergarten is your 
fi rst wake up call, tall Armco barriers are 
a stark reminder that this circuit means 
business and you must keep your wits 
about you. A smooth drive through here 
utilising the majority of the track seems to 
be the correct approach. 

The stretch from Hatzenbach to 
Hocheichen has the most intense 
frequency of turns and really is a joy to 
navigate; don’t be fooled by the placement 
of the curbs here however, you’ll need to 
create your own straight-line path. Easier 
said than done with the odd blind apex 
thrown in. Downhill towards Flugplatz 
will see you building serious speed, keep 
left and keep your foot in and be confi dent 
with the car. Nervousness and hesitation 
are not tolerated well here. The left 
handed Fuchsröhre is a similar challenge, 
where many people lift and experience the 
famous weight transfer at this corner at 
its very worst. There’s a good reason why 
most of the Armco on the other side of the 
circuit looks relatively new… After this 

fast section you’ll be abruptly greeted by 
Adenauer Forst; you’ll have seen people 
sheepishly bouncing across the grass on 
YouTube videos here and you don’t want to 
be one of them. 

There are eight or so very challenging 
corners between you and the famous 
Karussell. A blind entry to the corner 
feels totally alien at fi rst and the brutality 
of the concrete blocks echoing through 
the suspension will make you wince. 
Stick with it and the perfect entry and 
exit will feel like your car is literally on 
rails, the compression the banking gives 
to the suspension actually pushes the car 
into the tarmac, giving you free grip. It’s 
really surprising how fast you can take 
this corner despite the rough surface. 
Highlights for the rest of the lap include 
Wipperman, Brünnchen and spectators’ 
favorite Pfl anzgarten, but don’t worry, 
you’ll not remember any of this while 
you are out there. You’ll be far too busy 
wondering which side of the circuit you 
should be on and if the next bend is left 
or right. Thankfully there are plenty of 
Nürburgring veterans at DN events who 
can show you round. Tag onto a similar-
paced car and you can learn the circuit
and enjoy the challenge; it’s great to 
compare notes and there really is no 
substitute for experience.

THE ULTIMATE ROAD TRIP
Travelling to the Nürburgring from the 
UK, doing an entire day’s circuit driving 
and then cruising home is the perfect 
way to remind yourself what is so special 
about driving. The M3 is the perfect do-it-
all sports saloon and if you’re looking to 
experience the perfect road trip in your 
BMW, this is it.  ●

CONTACT
www.destination-nurburgring.com
www.bilstein.com

No time to enjoy
the scenery…

M3s are a
’Ring staple

You can’t go wrong 
with a track E30

Over 70 corners will 
push your suspension 
to its limits

M4 is a serious
’Ring weapon
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 THE 
NEXT 
LEVEL

Words: Elizabeth de Latour   Photos: Anthony Adamick

We’ve featured this E30 Cab before, but with a stroked 
and turbocharged M52 under the bonnet this time 
around, it’s a whole different animal.
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“ To take a car that you’ve already built to 
 an incredibly high standard and evolve it, 
 making enough changes to essentially transform 
 it into a completely different car, that takes real 
 dedication and commitment” 

Three of the fi ve AEM
gauges in the cabin
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V
ictor Terrero is what we like to 
call one of our repeat offenders; 
he’s not just a serial modifi er, he’s 
not just someone who’s made 
it into PBMW on more than one 

occasion, he’s someone who’s put in enough 
work to get another feature with the same 
car and that takes some doing. To build a 
feature car is one thing, to build more than 
one is even more impressive, but to take a 
car that you’ve already built to an incredibly 
high standard and evolve it, making enough 
changes to essentially transform it into a 
completely different car, that takes real 
dedication and commitment, and we applaud 
and respect that in a big way. Of course, as 
you’re building a project it tends to grow and 
evolve and change naturally but, generally 
speaking, it’s usually heading towards some 
sort of goal that you’ve set. Once you’ve 
achieved that, to then switch things up again 
is a big step to take, but in Victor’s case 
totally worth it as the end result is even more 
spectacular than his car’s fi rst incarnation.

We fi rst featured Victor’s E30 Cab many 
moons ago and while it’s still an Alpine white 
convertible, as it was back then, a lot has 
changed which has taken it to the next level. 
Victor fi rst caught the BMW bug about ten 
years ago, he says, and after experiencing the 
pleasure of owning an E30 Coupé, he decided 
to treat himself to a Convertible, which would 
be the car he was going to put his time and 
money into. Buying it as a rolling shell, as 
he did, meant it was the perfect clean slate 
to start from and his plans revolved around 
building a simple, clean convertible that 
he could enjoying driving in summer. The 
resulting car was an immaculate build, with 
an M50 swap in a semi-shaved bay, dropped 
low over a set of black-centred BBS RSs, and 
it ticked every box that Victor could have 
asked for, as well as ticking our boxes too. We 
remember it well and it was a great car, one 
that any modded BMW enthusiast would have 
been happy to own, but for Victor it wasn’t his 
E30’s fi nal destination and, after completing 
stage one, he decided to up the ante.

The biggest change is under the bonnet and 
the M50 has been replaced by an M52, stroked 
to 3.0-litres, and there’s also the small matter 
of the Precision PTB 505-6266 turbo strapped 
to the side of the engine. Just attaching a 
turbo to a stroked M52 would be enough to 
impress but, as you can see from the rest of 
this car, Victor doesn’t do things by halves and 
that also applies to the engine. The fact that 
it sits in such an immaculate bay belies the 
amount of work that has been carried out on 
the inside and the engine spec list is to die for. 
Up top there’s an M50 head that’s been ported 
and polished and fi tted with Supertech valves, 
with a four-angle valve job, Supertech dual 

Pull straps replace
door handles
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valve springs, an MLS head gasket with 
ARP hardware and VAC turbo camshafts, 
while the M52 block is equipped with 8.5:1 
compression forged CP pistons and Arrow 
forged rods. We’ve already mentioned the 
turbo, and it’s hooked up to a Tial MV-R 
44mm wastegate and 55mm BOV while 
the fuel system has been comprehensively 
uprated to ensure the engine gets enough 
go juice, with twin Bosch pumps – 040 
in-tank and 044 in-line items, Aeromotive 
in-line fuel fi lter, pressure regulator, and a 
Nuke performance fuel rail. With the turbo 
rated for 735hp, there’s a hell of a lot of 
potential here and Victor’s given himself 
plenty of headroom if he ever wanted 
even more power than he’s already got. 
How much is that, exactly? “The engine’s 
been built for 700-800whp,” he explains, 
casually, “and it made over 600whp at 
27psi on 93 octane fuel, but I had to turn 
the boost down to be able to daily it so at 
the moment it’s making 505whp and 475lb 
ft. It’s a lot of fun,” he grins, and we don’t 
doubt it.  What we love is that the engine 
doesn’t just make serious power, it looks 
seriously good doing it; the engine bay 
is immaculate, the engine colour-coded 
and just as much work has gone into 
under-bonnet presentation as it has into 
actual power and performance. It’s really 
beautiful to look at, almost art.

With such a huge change under the 
bonnet, the rest of the car had to match 
and this time around the emphasis of the 
build was performance. “In the process of 
going turbo, it was a priority to have the 
proper stopping power and the handling to 
go with the engine mods,” says Victor, and 
so the chassis has been suitable beefed-up 
to cope with all that turbocharged fury. 

BC Racing coilovers have been employed 
on the suspension front and they deliver 
a purposeful yet sensible drop; this E30 
defi nitely sits right, but those tyres aren’t 
about to be rubbing on those arches 
anytime soon, either, and you can bet your 
bottom dollar the handling is on-point 
now. The brakes, too, are serious and 
more than capable of delivering the sort 
of stopping power a turbocharged E30 
needs, with fat four-pot Brembo calipers 
front and rear, wrapped around 305mm 
and 280mm discs respectively, fi nished in 
red, contrasting perfectly against the white 
of the bodywork and the black of those 
wheels. Moving from BBS RSs to anything 
else is not an easy task as the RS is such 
an iconic wheel, so sought-after and 
arguably the wheel for an E30. If you’re 
aiming to step your wheel game up from 
that point, you have to go in a completely 
different direction and Victor’s choice was 
a superb one. His E30 now wears a set 
of stunning three-piece 17” Gotti G1001 
wheels, 8.5s and 9.5s, with gloss black 
lips, matt black centres and gold bolts 
fi nishing them off perfectly. They’re not 
common wheels, not by a long shot, and 
they work so well on the E30 but it wasn’t 
all about style when Victor was making his 
choice. “After having stance/show wheels I 
decided to change to a set that would give 
me the room to fi t the tyres needed to get 
the traction on the car,” he explains, and 
the Gottis have been wrapped in fat Toyo 
R888 rubber, perfect for putting all that 
power down. 

So, it’s got the go, but Victor absolutely 
hasn’t forgotten about the show and 
this E30 is stunning to look at. It wears 
an AC Schnitzer body kit, which is very 

Turbo E30 Cab
ENGINE AND TRANSMISSION
3.0-litre stroked straight-six M52, CP forged 
8.5:1 pistons, Arrow forged rods, ported and 
polished M50 head, four-angle valve job, MLS 
head gasket, ARP hardware, Supertech Nitride 
single groove intake valves, Inconel single groove 
exhaust valves and dual valve springs, VAC 
Motorsports 270° and 246° turbo camshafts, 
Precision PTB 505-6266 0.82 A/R T3 turbo, 
Tial MV-R 44mm wastegate, Tial Q 50mm BOV, 
Bosch 040 in-tank fuel pump and 044 inline fuel 
pump, Aeromotive 13129 fuel pressure regulator, 
Aeromotive in-line fuel fi lter, Nuke Performance 
fuel rail, 60lb injectors, stock throttle body, OBD 
1 413 Red Label ECU, RK-Tunes tuned, 4 bar 
MAP, 3” exhaust, Magnafl ow silencer. Six-speed 
manual gearbox, chromoly axles, 2.25 ratio LSD

POWER
505whp and 475lb ft @ 19 psi

CHASSIS
8.5x17” (front) and 9.5x17” (rear) Gotti G1001 
three-piece wheels with gloss black lips, matt 
black centres and gold hardware, 205/40 (front) 
and 235/40 (rear) Toyo R888 tyres, fi ve-stud 
conversion, BC Racing coilovers, Brembo BBK 
with four-pot calipers (front and rear) and 305mm 
(front) and 280mm (rear) discs

EXTERIOR
AC Schnitzer body kit, single headlight 
conversion, black grille, louvred bonnet and short 
bonnet, Euro licence plate fi ller, Startec rear lights 

INTERIOR
Recaro SR3 seats, black door cards with grey 
door pull straps, NRG quick release hub, Momo 
steering wheel and gear knob, AEM gauges for 
AFR/wide band, oil temperature, oil pressure, fuel 
pressure and boost control

THANKS
To my kids Kelvin and Paola for supporting dad’s 
passion for cars and to friends and co-workers 
that have been part of this project 

D
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Engine bay 
is utterly 
spectacular 

Even the hose clamps 
are sexy

High performance fuel rail
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Single headlight conversion 
gives a really distinctive look

“ The biggest change is under the bonnet and the M50 
 has been replaced by an M52, stroked to 3.0-litres, and 

 there’s also the small matter of the Precision PTB 
 505-6266 turbo strapped to the side of the engine” 
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subtle but just adds some muscularity 
to that classic 3 Series body and gives it 
a more purposeful look while still being 
in-keeping with those classic lines. The 
biggest change is without doubt that 
single-headlight conversion, defi nitely not 
something you see very often but we’ve got 
to say that it really works for us. There’s 
a hint of E21 about with just those two 
headlights sitting in that slatted strip and 
it makes the car look wider and meaner 
with it, like it’s got beady eyes staring you 
down; combined with that black grille it 
makes for an aggressive front-end and 
no mistake. We’ve also got to talk about 
the bonnet because why have one bonnet 
when you can have two? Variety is the 

spice of life, after all. So, sometimes Victor 
will choose to roll out with his full bonnet 
fi tted, which he’s modifi ed with a louvred 
section located above the turbo to help 
expel under-bonnet heat, but when he 
wants to show off that stunning bay of his, 
he’ll mount his short bonnet, which you 
can spy in the pics, and it’s the perfect way 
to let the whole world see just how much 
love has been lavished on the engine. 

The interior hasn’t been forgotten about 
either, and Victor has made this cabin his 
own and it’s a lovely place to be when 
you’re trying to tame over 500whp. With 
the exterior carrying a bold black and 
white theme, he’s carried that over to 
the inside, opting for an all-black colour 

scheme, creating something akin to a 
reverse Oreo in the process, and no less 
delicious. Recaro SR3 seats have been 
fi tted up front, perfect for keeping driver 
and passenger fi rmly in place during even 
the most extreme cornering manoeuvres; 
the black door cards have been equipped 
with grey door straps, which replace the 
door handles, and they’re very cool. No 
less than fi ve AEM gauges, three in place 
of the centre air vents and two custom-
mounted on either side of the centre 
console, allow Victor to keep a close eye 
on his E30’s vitals, while a Momo
steering wheel and gear knob add the 
fi nishing touches. 

Victor’s E30 is an absolute beast and 
completely wonderful with it. We love the 
way it looks thanks to those subtle but 
effective styling additions, we love the 
individual touches that make it stand out, 
and we really love the fact that it’s got so 
much power on tap. Victor has spent fi ve 
years building this car and it really shows, 
everywhere you look the attention to 
detail is exceptional and he’s really gone 
that extra mile with everything. It really 
is an exceptional build and one that has 
reached completion; all that’s left for him 
to do now, says Victor, is actually enjoy the 
car, as well as planning the next build, of 
course. What’s that going to be? He’s not 
sure yet but he does know that it’s going to 
be a father and son project and with two 
Terreros on the case, it’s going to be on a 
whole other level yet again  ●

Gold hardware on these Gottis
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Words and photos: Tony Saggu

The ultimate roundel round-up returns to Southern California as thousands of BMW 
fanatics descend on Auto Club Speedway for America’s biggest BMW party.

BIMMER FEST
U

nless you’ve been resident 
under a rock for nearly the last 
two decades you’ll already be 
familiar with the “Big One”, 
the petrolhead phenomenon 

that is Bimmerfest. It’s no secret that the 
Americans like to do things big, but this 
humongous happening is truly super-
sized even by their standards. The annual 
festival of all things BMW has grown from 
a meeting of a few mates and a handful 
of cars into easily America’s, and perhaps 
even the world’s, largest Roundel round-
up; a gathering of legions of the BMW 

faithful coming together to celebrate 
Bavaria’s best automotive offerings.  

The event has always lived up to the 
hype, sure it had the numbers, but the 
show also boasted its usual all-inclusive 
variety of cars and characters, and the 
outstanding quality of motors it’s famous 
for. Held in the fi rst week of June and 
now in its 18th year, this year’s event once 
again returned to the legendary Auto Club 
Speedway complex located in Fontana, a 
couple of hours north east of Los Angeles 
in San Bernardino County. The two 
mile oval NASCAR track the facility is 

famous for formed the perfect backdrop 
for a weekend of show and go action. 
Underlining the popularity of the event, 
BMWs from all four corners of the country, 
and all points in-between made the trek 
to be part of the fun. We spotted licence 
plates from States scattered all around 
the country, the customary long-distance 
driving award going to a ’95 3 Series that 
racked up almost 3000 miles to make the 
journey from New Jersey to California. 
Thomas Gerhard didn’t bring his car, but 
coming 1400 miles from Kelowna, BC 
Canada to attend the show got the man a 

Tough-looking E38

Coach-built ZGT

Fierce M2
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BIMMER FEST2017

Rusty Slammington 
looking as wild as ever

Gorgeous E28

E28 racer with classic 
BMW livery

Super-clean 
E30 M3
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polished pot for his troubles.  
The predictably glorious southern 

California weather bought out some of the 
very best Beemers the Americans have to 
offer, the Roundels rolled in through the 
gates in record numbers cramming the 
wide oval to the brim. Picking favourites 
was an impossible task; the quality and 
variety was just too much. Strangely one of 
the most-ogled and talked about cars at the 
event wasn’t one of the pristine polished 
show cars on display, rather that honour 
went to a decidedly battered and bruised 
coupé unceremoniously stuck outside the 
URO Parts booth. Covered in a layer of 
caked on-dirt and looking every inch like 
the archetypal barn find was a ridiculously 
rare M1. The seldom seen supercar was 
rumoured to have been in storage since the 
mid ’80s before being towed down to the 
show, the owner apparently has no interest 
in restoring the car… or even washing it, 
it seems, but it’s not for sale. With only a 
handful of M1 models ever built catching 
a glimpse of one in the flesh was a rare 
treat. By contrast in plentiful supply were 
the dozens of BMWs of seemingly all 
models sporting the wide-body treatment; 
fat fenders were probably one of this 
year’s biggest trends and the E30 crowd 
in particular were knee deep in wide-
arches and deep-dish wheels. Northern 
California tuners CAtuned bought down 
a particularly sticking example, a sublime 
soft top decked out in wide bodywork 
and covered in a classy mix of pastel grey 
paint contrasting with a walnut leather 
interior. The boys at Borla had a similarly 
full figured E30 on their booth; the brilliant 
white Manofied-built tin top two door 

featured every trick in the book,  
including Air Lift Performance suspension 
and a quartet of super-saucy, extra-wide 
BBS RS rollers.    

To buck the trend perhaps the crew at 
Optima went with no fenders, The Chris 
Willet built 2002 displayed on the battery 
company’s booth and code named X2 was 
a classic with a twist. The 1972 vintage 
machine featured an 02 body mated to a 
complete ’89 325iX 4WD chassis, super 
swamper tyres and bodywork straight out 
of a Mad Max film. Almost every vendor 
booth boasted its own custom creations to 
wow the crowds, with scores of vendors 
and tuners on hand offering no end of 
show and go parts and accessories, that 
all made for a huge amount of jaw-
dropping awesomeness. 

Tuners and company cars aside, the 
event maintains its huge appeal for its 
refreshingly laid back and inclusive vibe. 
The show not only caters to everything 
from the rides of the rich to rat-styled 
runabouts, it also makes every owner 
welcome no matter what they had driven 
through the gates; auto egos are checked 
at the door. Among the 1000s of well-
dressed daily drivers, glammed-up grocery 
getters and souped-up commuter cans in 
the house, there were a sizeable sample 
of simple, stunning cars built and brought 
along by average, everyday Beemer 
fans. With every E number represented, 
retros to prototypes, mild, wild and 
everything in-between, Bimmerfest truly 
had something for everyone; show cars, 
track racing, dyno testing… even a fleet of 
food trucks. Yet again the “The Big One” 
promised it all, and delivered.   ●

Awesome E30s 
everywhere you look

Rolloface’s wild E92 M3

Stunning 02
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Another 
clean classic

02 body on E30 
325iX chassis

Slick E23
7 Series

Manofi ed-built 
wide-body
E30 on air
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PRODUCT FEATURE // AMSOIL

With this American oil specialist returning to the UK 
market, the company takes us through its history and 
extensive range of products.

AMSOIL
A

MSOIL is back in the UK! Yes 
the first oil brand in producing 
synthetic oils is back and 
bringing a selected range of 
high performance engine oils, 

gear oils, additives and greases. AMSOIL 
is also bringing in the converted gear oil 
MTF; this gear oil is designed to protect 
and extend the life of your transmission as 
well as making shifting easy and slicker. It 
outperforms conventional oils and delivers 
outstanding performance from -40°C to 
149°C, maximises energy efficiency and 
resists the effects of heat, oxidation, sludge 
and varnish deposits.

AMSOIL INC. specialises in developing 
synthetic lubricant technology designed 
for those who demand the best. Our 
full line of synthetic lubricants allows 
customers to harness the full potential of 

their cars, trucks, motorcycles, industrial 
machinery and anything else they ride, 
drive or operate. By maximising vehicle 
and equipment performance, reducing 
maintenance and increasing fuel efficiency, 
AMSOIL synthetic lubricants help millions 
of people worldwide get the most out of 
their vehicles and equipment while saving 
time and money. 

AMSOIL engineers start by identifying 
inefficiencies in equipment. Then, using our 
state-of-the-art mechanical and chemical 
test labs, they formulate and test lubricants 
that solve these challenges and deliver 
a range of benefits, including increased 
engine protection and maximum fuel 
efficiency. We test product performance 
both in-house and through field trials 
and real-world studies involving the most 
demanding applications, including taxi 

fleets, over-the-road transports, wind 
turbines and also racing vehicles. 

Over the years, we’ve remained loyal 
to the principles of AMSOIL founder 
Al Amatuzio. As a jet fighter squadron 
commander, Amatuzio relied on 
excellence, integrity and strong leadership 
to forge a decorated and respected career. 
In the early 1960s, he used those same 
principles to guide his newly formed 
company. In 1972, his breakthrough 
came when AMSOIL 10W-40 Synthetic 
Motor Oil became the first synthetic 
motor oil in the world to meet American 
Petroleum Institute service requirements. 
It outperformed conventional oils on all 
counts, delivering maximum performance 
for motorists and signalling a new age in 
lubrication science.

Steady leadership and a commitment to 
developing the best synthetic lubricants 
possible have driven company growth 
ever since. We remain steadfast in our 
commitment to developing synthetic 
lubricants that help our customers get the 
most out of their vehicles and equipment. ●

CONTACT
02476 717100
www.amsoil.co.uk
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35 YEARS BMW DEALER EXPERIENCE

BMW MASTER MECHANIC

M POWER SPECIALIST  

NEW FULL WHEEL ALIGNMENT KIT

PERFORMANCE UPGRADES

Offering the same services as main 
dealers at a fraction of the price

01908 579229 01908 579229 01908 579229 

Everything from basic servicing and repairs to 
full engine rebuilds.

WWW.DEUTSCHTECH.CO.UK
DEUTSCH TECH, UNIT 6 CANONS ROAD, OLD WOLVERTON, MILTON KEYNES, MK12 5TL 

SERVICES@DEUTSCHTECH.CO.UK

DEALERS FOR: AC Schnitzer, Remus, Bilstein, KW, Akrapovic, 
Nitron, Powerfl ex, Performance Friction and many more
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PRODUCT FEATURE // AUDIOTEC FISCHER

AUDIOTEC 
FISCHER MATCH
SPEAKER UPGRADE

Words: Midge Photography: Jules Truss

Can you install a full-on audio system in just a day? 
There’s only one way to fi nd out…

I
n the old days, if you lusted after a 
full-range audio install, or even just an 
added sub in your car, it’s safe to say 
you had your work cut out. It’s not so 
much fi nding a place to bolt down that 

sub, or running the 14 miles of cable. It’s 
not even having to make massive speakers 
fi t weenie little door holes. No, the biggest 
problem has always been the integration of 
a more powerful amplifi er into the system.

Back in the day, we had the complicated 
business of high-level amp inputs tagged 
onto the speaker wires of the stock 
headunit. Then someone came up with 
the bright idea of using an aftermarket 
source with pre-outs, along with RCA 
leads, to get the signal to your amp. It’s 
still the most common procedure we use 
today. You have to go to all the trouble of 
connecting the amp to your battery and 

wire in all those speakers of course. But it 
works. Except when replacing your factory 
headunit is not an option. 

We’re talking about the more modern, 
21st century cars here, those with standard 
multimedia sources containing integrated 
heater controls, iDrives, sat navs and all 
the trimmings. With some, replacement 
simply isn’t possible. And with others, it 
may just be a massive pain in the backside. 
Besides there’s also the fact that you may 
not want to lose the factory look – it’s your 
car after all.

The real question, then, is can you keep 
your stock headunit and upgrade the rest 
of the system without all the hassle? The 
future is bright, say German Audio
experts, Audiotec Fischer. The future is 
plug & play!

THE GEAR
What’s clever about Audiotec Fischer’s Match 
range is that the products are designed to be 
vehicle-specifi c. This makes installation simple, 
because all the amplifi ers use the original wiring 
looms and plugs. This idea also extends to direct-
fi t speakers and subs. With many modern motors 
already equipped with components and subwoofer 
setups, upgrading your sound is easier than ever 
before. There’s also the added bonus that these 
sort of systems can be quickly reverted back to 
stock, if it’s a company or lease car you have to 
give back. 

With the promise of an ever-growing range of 
fi tments available, not to mention sound quality 
that’s well beyond any stock setup, our test was 
simple. We’d attempt to replace all the subs and 
speakers and then install a Match amplifi er in 
Jules’ E92 BMW. Oh, and we were gonna attempt 
to do it all in a single day… (As it turns out, it only 
took a few hours.)
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CONTACT
Audiotec Fischer: www.audiotec-fischer.de 
Midbass Distribution: www.midbass.com  
Tel: 0121 311 9090

AMPLIFIER
Match PP41 DSP, £309.99
This four-channel, 400W amp upgrade offers far 
superior grunt over the factory-fit BMW item. On the 
335i Coupe the factory amp is in the boot, but, as this 
one is designed to work inline, the original doesn’t 
have to be removed. You don’t even need to touch it.  

Instead there’s a special loom included that simply 
plugs into the back of the standard headunit. There’s 
no running power cables through the car to the 
battery. No hooking up speaker wires. In fact, pretty 
much no wiring at all. Once you’ve whipped out the 
headunit, all you need do is plug in the new amp, 
using the supplied harness, and work out where you 
want to mount it. We chose to tuck ours away under 
the glovebox, but there are many options depending 
on the car. There are also special loom extensions 
available in case you’d like to put it in the boot or 
under a seat. That was quick, eh?

SUBWOOFERS
Match MS8B BMW.1, £149.99
The 335i comes with two subs fitted as standard. 
Obviously that’s not the case for all cars, not even 
all BMWs. But it’s not a problem with Match as 
the amps are set up to accept a whole range of 
additional Plug & Play enclosures. In our case though, 
the factory subs are under the seats which, being 
a coupe, is handy. There’s not a lot of room in the 
boot, especially if you happen to have a full-on air 
install. So, instead of running a traditional enclosure, 
we decided to swap the under-seat subs with these 
400-watt replacements. When they said ‘specific-fit’ 
they weren’t joking here either. After removing the 
seats to get to the factory items, it’s a simple case of 
unscrewing the standard subs, dropping in these and 
that’s about it. Next!

SPEAKERS
Match MS 42C BMW.1, £149.99 (x2)
Being one of the top-end models, the 335i is well-
equipped on the speaker front, it has components 
in both the front doors and rear quarters. That’s not 
to say they’re amazing though, like any standard 
items they’re made to a strict budget. The Match 
replacements offer 120 watts of power handling, 
supreme sound quality and fitting is just as simple as 
the subs. Again the mids drop into the factory speaker 
mountings, using the same screw holes, the tweeters 
also fit nicely into the factory locations meaning 
no messing about looking for somewhere to mount 
them. The Match kit comes with vehicle-specific 
plugs, so it’s just a case of connecting these to the 
supplied crossover (which, incidentally is much more 
substantial than the factory item) and hooking up the 
speaker connections. The crossover can be tucked 
away neatly behind the panels.  

With BMWs (along with some VAG cars) the 
speakers are contained in the trim panels rather than 
the metalwork, and being able to take out the panels 
makes life even easier. With the seats still out we got 
cracking on the rear quarter panels, before pulling off 
the doorcards and replacing the component setup in 
there too. It doesn’t get any simpler than that.

VERDICT
Simple installation is clearly the name of the game 
here. To be fair, it doesn’t take any sort of audio 
engineering genius to fit these products. Even if 
you happen to be devoid of any mechanical talent, 
you really can’t go wrong. The idea of Plug & Play 
integration for these sort of luxury cars is not only 
easy, it makes perfect sense. Think about it. We 
have loads of specific-fit aftermarket products. 
Stuff like suspension, engine parts and exhausts. 
So, why not audio? In our eyes they’ve come up 
with the perfect solution here, and the enhanced 
sound quality is instantly apparent. 

In our humble opinion, high-end audio doesn’t 
get any easier than this.
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Words: Elizabeth de Latour   Photos: Elizabeth de Latour and Daniel Bevis

PLAYERS 
CLASSIC 

E
veryone loves Players Classic 
and with good reason; it 
brings together the unlikely 
combination of classic 
motorsport venue with 

contemporary modded scene, and the end 
result works so well. It’s a fantastic venue, 
quite unlike any other show locations 
you’re likely to fi nd yourself at throughout 
the year, and attracts some of the fi nest 
modded machinery you’re likely to see. 
As with the other Players event, it’s very 
much a case of anything goes as long as 
the quality is good enough, and so you will 

fi nd Jap performance machinery sitting 
alongside hot hatches, parked next to 
American classics, beside contemporary 
BMWs. It’s a real pick ‘n’ mix of the 
current modded scene and if you enjoy and 
appreciate all cars you will love everything 
about the event.

Players Classic seems to be held at 
the optimum time during the year to 
almost always enjoy some of the very best 
weather, and this year was no exception, 
with the mid-June Saturday being one of 
the hottest days of the year. Almost too hot 
some might say, and while the heat was 

stifl ing it was far better than getting rained 
on and there was still plenty of shade 
about when it all got a bit too much. 

What’s good about Players Classic is 
that it’s not just about the static display 
areas, there’s plenty of track action for 
those who prefer to see what their cars 
can do on the circuit, along with some pro 
driver demonstrations to keep the crowd 
entertained as well. It’s great to be able to 
break up wandering around and admiring 
the cars on show with a chance to see 
what was thundering around the circuit, 
adding an extra dimension to the event. 

Alex Radford’s E23 728i

Ross Bradley’s 
twin-turbo V8 E30

Big, bold, wide-
body E36

Beautiful weather, fantastic cars and 
an iconic venue. What more could 
you want from a car show?
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Jay’s lush E30 325i

Nice slammed E60

Nick Pritchard’s 
supercharged E91

We were loving 
this 02

Another tidy E30

Rob Goodwin’s 
air-ride E28
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Of course, the bulk of Players Classic is 
about the cars on display and there was a 
vast selection on offer, with the the show 
defi nitely feeling bigger than ever. While 
there was a huge mix of cars on show, 
a healthy number of those were BMWs, 
which we’re obviously extremely happy 
about. There were far too many amazing 
cars to go through them all here but there 
were a few highlights too tasty to omit. 

One E30 that has been appearing 
at numerous shows and which will be 
appearing in PBMW very soon, is the 
S54-swapped Cab of Hope Carter; that’s 
a killer combination however you look at 
it, but here various elements around the 
engine bay are fi nished in gorgeous gold 
for a striking look, one that never fails to 

draw a crowd thanks to its short bonnet 
showing off the immaculate engine bay. 
Ross Bradley’s twin-turbo V8 E30 was 
there, now boasting a fresh paint job, new 
interior and even more engine wizardry – 
you can expect to see it in the mag again 
soon as Ross has done a lot of work and it 
looks even more spectacular than before. 
We were drawn to a super-clean and 
beautifully modded E28 and chatting to 
owner Rob Goodwin he told us it was his 
fi rst ever BMW build, having spent most 
of his life as part of the VAG crowd. He’s 
clearly got some experience behind him 
as it was such a cool machine, and one 
we can’t wait to feature. We also met a 
chap who goes by the name Wilz and his 
S50-swapped E36; it’s a subtle but full-on 

performance build and we love what he’s 
done with it so that’s another one one 
our list. That’s just a tiny selection of the 
BMWs that were on show, but it does at 
least give you a taste of the quality and 
when it came to picking the winners the 
judges agreed, handing out Meguiar’s Top 
15 prizes to Rob with his E28 and Tom 
Lilico’s blue bagged Z3, which you may 
remember seeing in this very magazine a 
while ago. 

So another year and another awesome 
Players Classic show; if you’ve never 
been, next year promises to be especially 
exciting with the announcement that it’s 
going to be a two-day event, and we’re 
looking forward to seeing what sort of 
spectacle that will bring.  ●

Sam Sandhu’s sexy M6

Hope Carter’s S54-
swapped E30 Cab

The Car Audio 
E30 M3

We’ve always got 
time for an E28

Evolve’s awesome M2

Tom Lilico’s
bagged Z3
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TECH GUIDE

UNDERSTANDING OFFSET

WHEEL BASICS: 
PCD AND 
CENTRE BORE
Beyond the fact that they’re round and 
made of metal, there are a few basic 
wheel fundamentals that you should 
know, and we’ll start with centre bore 
and PCD. PCD stands for pitch circle 
diameter and it refers to the diameter 
of the circle that passes through the 
centre of all the bolts or holes on a 
wheel or hub. It takes the form of two 
numbers: the fi rst will almost always 
be in single fi gures, certainly when 
it comes to cars, and indicates the 
number of holes in the wheel or hub, so 
for BMWs that’s either four or fi ve; the 
second number is the actual diameter 
in mm, which in the case of fi ve stud 
BMWs is always 120 and 100 for older 
four stud cars. So, a PCD of 5x120 
means fi ve holes and a diameter of 
120mm, and this is the basic essential 
information that you need when buying 
wheels to make sure they’re right for 
your car.

Centre bore refers to the hole in the 
middle of the wheel that fi ts onto the 
lip on your car’s hubs; for BMWs this is 
almost always 72.56mm, sometimes 
rounded up or down to 72.5 or 72.6 
depending on where you look. Notable 
exceptions are the E30, which has a 
centre bore of 57.1mm, and the E39, 
with a centre bore of 74.1mm. Buying 
wheels with the correct centre bore or 
converting them to the correct centre 
bore is important as it means the wheel 
will be centred on the hub and locate 
securely on the hub lips. If you’re fi tting 
wheels with a larger centre bore than 
that of your car’s hubs, you’ll need 
spigot rings to fi ll out the space and 
make sure they sit correctly on the hub 
lips, but if you want to go the other way 
and fi t wheels with a smaller centre 
bore you’ll need adapters, which we’ll 
talk about next month. 

Words: Elizabeth de Latour   Photos: Apex Race Parts, BMW, Rotiform, BC Forged

Sure, they’re round and made of metal, but there’s a lot more to wheels than 
meets the eye, as you’re about to fi nd out.
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If you’ve ever wondered what the ET number you 
often see when wheel specs are mentioned is 
it’s offset, expressed in mm, and ET, German for 
einpresstiefe, literally translates as offset. Offset 
isn’t too diffi cult to explain or understand, and it’s 
essential for ensuring your wheels fi t correctly. 
Imagine looking at a wheel side-on and being able 
to see it as a cross-section; you’d see the barrel 
and the face mounted somewhere within the 
barrel. If the mounting surface of the face were to 
be mounted precisely in the centre of the barrel, 
that would result in an offset of zero, ET0; if the 
face is mounted towards the outer edge of the 
barrel, towards the outside of the car, the offset 
becomes positive, while if the face is mounted 
further inside of the barrel, towards your car’s 
suspension, that results in a negative offset. A 
high offset means the wheels will sit further in, 
a low offset means they will sit further out; the 
lower the offset, the bigger your dishes will be 
as the face moves further into the wheel, and in 
concave wheels a lower offset will mean a more 
concave face as the mounting point moves further 
into the barrel and the spokes have to follow it in. 
Of course, the offsets of wheels are relative to the 

car they are fi tted to; for example, an E39 runs 
low offsets from the factory, while an E46 uses 
higher offsets, but relative to each car the wheels 
fi t fi ne (though not by our standards, obviously). 
But, fi t E39 wheels to an E46 and the low offset 
relative to what the car was designed to run from 
the factory means that you have a very aggressive 
fi tment and the wheels will sit much further out 
in the arches; try to fi t E46 wheels on an E39, 
and they’ll sit much further into the arches and 
might even foul the suspension components due 
to the high positive offset. You also have to take 
offset into account if you’re fi tting wider wheels 
as it will determine how far in or out they will sit 
relative to any wheels you might have on the car. 
For example, say you’re running 9” wide wheels 
on the rear with an offset of ET10; if you go up to 
a 10” wide rear you can’t just blindly run an ET10 
offset as your wheels will now both poke further 
out and extend further in. You need to calculate 
the offset required to get the wheels sitting how 
you want them and avoid any problems when 
it comes to fi tting. A handy tool in your wheel 
arsenal is the site willtheyfi t.com, which takes 
care of the calculations for you. 
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WHAT ARE THEY 
MADE OF?
Generally speaking wheels are made of steel 
or aluminium, with a few exceptions. Steel 
wheels were what you would usually expect 
to fi nd on an entry-level BMW many years 
ago, with not very attractive plastic wheel 
covers stuck over the top of them, though 
times have changed and even the cheapest, 
most basic 1 Series you can buy new comes 
with alloy wheels. Steel wheels, on the other 
hand, pop up on the modded scene and as 
well as wild colours you’ll also come across 
banded steels. Making these involves splitting 
the wheel into two sections and then adding 
in a band of steel to make the wheels wider; 
depending on where this band is added you 
can raise or lower the offset accordingly and 
change the look of the wheel.

Alloy wheels are, as their name suggests, 
made from aluminium alloy and the most 
common form of wheels you’re likely to see. 
They are stronger and lighter than steel 
wheels and have better heat conduction 
characteristics, which means they can 
dissipate heat from your car’s brakes more 
effectively, plus they look nice, which is 
always important. Magnesium wheels are 
lighter again but a lot less common on road 
cars due to the very high costs involved as far 
as materials and production are concerned, 
but if you’re feeling fl ush a set of mag wheels 
is a pretty special thing to have. Finally, we 
come to carbon fi bre wheels, the lightest and 
most expensive wheels you can buy. They 
are now appearing as both either standard 
or optional equipment on new cars, like the 
M4 GTS, and from companies like Dymag 
and Carbon Revolution. They are, generally 
speaking and in a like-for-like scenario, 
around 40% lighter than cast alloys and 
25% lighter than forged wheels, offering a 
signifi cant reduction in unsprung weight and 
resulting in improved handling and response. 
All this comes at a price, of course. How 
much? Most tend to be POA, but you can 
expect to pay somewhere in the region of 
£20k for a set of 19s…

HOW ARE WHEELS MADE?
There are three main production methods for alloys: cast, fl ow-formed 
and forged, and we’ll take a look at what each of those involves here. 

SPONSORED BY

CAST
Most alloys are cast; it’s the cheapest form of 
manufacturing, and it involves pouring molten 
aluminium into a mould – simple enough – though 
there are a couple of different ways of doing this. 
Gravity casting is the most basic process and involves 
quite literally that: using gravity to fi ll the mould 
with the molten aluminium by pouring it into the top 
and letting the metal fl ow downwrads. This process 
means that the aluminium in the wheel is not quite 
as dense as in some other casting processes and 
that means gravity cast wheels are often heavier in 
order to be as strong as is required. In low pressure 
casting, the aluminium is forced into the mould under 
pressure, and this results in a higher quality, denser 
wheel with a better fi nish. This is because the fl ow of 
the metal is precisely controlled and injected into the 
mould upwards against gravity, which means there is 
no chance for imperfections to form. If you’re buying 
cast wheels and are looking for quality, low pressure 
cast ones are the way forward.

FLOW-FORMED
Flow-forming is a little tricky to 
understand until you’ve watched 
a video of it and we highly 
recommend you do, because it’s 
fascinating. What happens is the 
wheel is cast but it’s not the full 
wheel shape, if that makes sense, 
rather it’s the face and a small 
amount of the barrel. Immediately 
after casting, the wheel is placed 
on a barrel-shaped drum and spun 
at high speed, while rollers come 
in from the sides and pull the 
aluminium down over the shape 
of the drum to create the fi nished 
wheel. Like we said, a bit tricky 
to visualise perhaps, but a video 
of it in action makes it all clear. 
All Apex wheels, for example, 
use the fl ow-formed technique 
and it signifi cantly reduces the 
thickness and weight of the barrel, 
decreasing rotational mass, 
without compromising strength. 
It also eliminates porosity and 
aligns the grain structure of the 
metal which increases tensile 
strength, resulting in a lightweight 
and extremely strong wheel that is 
similar to a forged wheel in terms 
of properties but at a lower cost. 
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THREE-PIECE
Here the lips, faces and barrels of the wheels are all separate, which 
allows for a huge range of customisation in terms of design and 
fi tment, making it very easy to raise or lower offset, go for deeper 
dish, wider wheels, change the lip design or step a wheel up to a 
larger size. Strength and lightweight design and construction are 
factors when it comes to the appeal of three-piece wheels but, being 
completely honest, most of it is about bragging rights because of the 
more complex construction and higher cost associated with three-
piece wheels. If you’re not interested in the various customisation 
options they offer, then in the real world going for three-piece wheels 
over an identical two-piece design serves no purpose or benefi t, but 
they are cool to have and that is the simple truth. The most common 
design of three-piece wheels uses a fl ange on the barrel and dish 
sections with the faces sitting in front of (face mounted), in between 
(sandwich mounted) or behind (reverse mounted) these fl anges, with 
the sandwich mounted confi guration the most common. Normally, the 
bolts that secure the three sections of the wheel together will protrude 
into inner barrel area of the wheel. Depending on the wheel design 
and its original confi guration, you might be able to reverse-mount the 
faces, meaning you’re mounting them from inside the wheel, lowering 
the offset a touch in the process and creating a bit more lip, though this 
isn’t always possible. It is worth noting, however, that there are some 
exceptions when it comes to design, such as the OZ Superleggera III; 
here the faces are engraved around their edges with details such as 
the diameter, the OZ name and the fact that they are forged, meaning 
they’re not suitable for reverse-mounting plus the inner barrels have 
a section with holes for the bolts with a solid back, meaning the bolts 
don’t protrude and so there’s no other way to mount the faces. The 
other benefi t of three-piece wheels is that even severe damage is 
never terminal as each section can be repaired, refi nished or replaced 
individually. The only real downside to three-piece wheels, aside from 
cost, is the fact that if they have been badly assembled and not sealed 
properly, they can leak from the join where the barrel meets the lip.

FORGED

MULTI-PIECE WHEELS
The split rims we all know, love and crave, 
and there are two main types. 

TWO-PIECE
As their name implies, two-piece wheels are formed of two separate parts, though these do vary 
from wheel to wheel. So, for example, the Rial Daytona wheel’s face and barrel are one piece, and 
it’s the dishes that are bolted to the barrel; this is a slightly more unusual arrangement compared 
to something like the Style 42, made by BBS, where the barrel and lip form a single piece and 
it’s the faces that are bolted in place to a section within the 
interior portion of the barrel. If you’re buying multi-piece 
wheels for aesthetics, as most of us do, the main 
advantage is that with a single-piece barrel here’s 
no risk of leaks, as can sometimes occur with a 
three-piece wheel, and they still look good. 

Here the lips, faces and barrels of the wheels are all separate, which Here the lips, faces and barrels of the wheels are all separate, which 
allows for a huge range of customisation in terms of design and allows for a huge range of customisation in terms of design and 
fi tment, making it very easy to raise or lower offset, go for deeper 
dish, wider wheels, change the lip design or step a wheel up to a 
larger size. Strength and lightweight design and construction are 
factors when it comes to the appeal of three-piece wheels but, being 
completely honest, most of it is about bragging rights because of the 
more complex construction and higher cost associated with three-
piece wheels. If you’re not interested in the various customisation 
options they offer, then in the real world going for three-piece wheels 
over an identical two-piece design serves no purpose or benefi t, but 
they are cool to have and that is the simple truth. The most common 
design of three-piece wheels uses a fl ange on the barrel and dish 
sections with the faces sitting in front of (face mounted), in between 
(sandwich mounted) or behind (reverse mounted) these fl anges, with 
the sandwich mounted confi guration the most common. Normally, the 
bolts that secure the three sections of the wheel together will protrude 
into inner barrel area of the wheel. Depending on the wheel design 
and its original confi guration, you might be able to reverse-mount the 
faces, meaning you’re mounting them from inside the wheel, lowering 
the offset a touch in the process and creating a bit more lip, though this 
isn’t always possible. It is worth noting, however, that there are some 
exceptions when it comes to design, such as the OZ Superleggera III; 
here the faces are engraved around their edges with details such as 

TWO-PIECE
As their name implies, two-piece wheels are formed of two separate parts, though these do vary 
from wheel to wheel. So, for example, the Rial Daytona wheel’s face and barrel are one piece, and from wheel to wheel. So, for example, the Rial Daytona wheel’s face and barrel are one piece, and 
it’s the dishes that are bolted to the barrel; this is a slightly more unusual arrangement compared it’s the dishes that are bolted to the barrel; this is a slightly more unusual arrangement compared it’s the dishes that are bolted to the barrel; this is a slightly more unusual arrangement compared 
to something like the Style 42, made by BBS, where the barrel and lip form a single piece and to something like the Style 42, made by BBS, where the barrel and lip form a single piece and 
it’s the faces that are bolted in place to a section within the it’s the faces that are bolted in place to a section within the 
interior portion of the barrel. If you’re buying multi-piece interior portion of the barrel. If you’re buying multi-piece 
wheels for aesthetics, as most of us do, the main wheels for aesthetics, as most of us do, the main 
advantage is that with a single-piece barrel here’s advantage is that with a single-piece barrel here’s 
no risk of leaks, as can sometimes occur with a no risk of leaks, as can sometimes occur with a 
three-piece wheel, and they still look good. three-piece wheel, and they still look good. 

CONTACT
Apex Race Parts
www.apexraceparts.com

NEXT MONTH
We take a look at lips, fi tment and mounting 
options plus lots more. 

The holy grail of wheel construction, and the most 
expensive: if you want the lightest, strongest 
wheels, forged wheels are where it’s at. Each 
forged wheel starts out life as a solid piece of 
billet aluminium, which is then heated to soften 
it before being pressed into a wheel shape using 
1000s of tonnes of pressure, resulting in a forged 
blank that looks a bit like a wheel. CNC lathes 

and milling machines are then used to remove the 
excess material and to create the design of the 
face. Forged wheels get their strength from the 
actual forging process, which changes the internal 
grain structure of the aluminium itself. Forged 
wheels have a higher specifi c strength and higher 
toughness than cast wheels and that means they 
are lighter, stiffer and less susceptible to cracking. 
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The next generation of lighter and stronger wheels from APEX. The FL-5 
features deep "I" beam spokes that shed weight without sacrificing strength. 
Another wheel born to race, but durable enough for the street.
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THOMAS’S E46 M3
As ever, the need for progress on the E46 
has been relentless, especially now that 
we’re in the full swing of summer and the 
roads are calling. With the build of the 
engine now fi rmly underway, my attention 
has turned towards optimising the car’s use 
of available grip.

A lot of time and effort is going into 
making the engine as powerful as it can be, 
but there’s little point going to all this effort 
if the power can’t be transferred to the road 
effi ciently. Reducing weight, setting the 
suspension geometry correctly and sticky 
tyres are all on the list (more information 
on these in later months), as was the small 
issue of a differential. Hack Engineering 
had kindly supplied a donor differential, but 
with the warning that it had seen a fair bit 
of race action and was in desperate need 
of complete refresh. New internals were 
therefore on the shopping list, I just needed 
to fi nd the right ones…

It was earlier this year, at the Autosport 
International show that I was fi rst 
introduced to the Wavetrac – an Automatic 
Torque Biasing differential (ATB for short). 
It certainly caught my attention, but as with 
all areas of this build, I wanted to delve a 
little deeper and get a good understanding 
for myself of exactly how it worked. As 

such, a meeting was set at Wavetrac 
Europe’s HQ… 

Explaining how and why the Wavetrac 
is a superior differential, in simple terms, 
is really quite tricky, so instead I’m going 
to start by explaining where a traditional 
differential goes wrong…

Almost all production cars come fi tted 
with an open differential, which for general 
day-to-day driving is adequate. Open diffs 
are very reliable, simple and cheap to 
manufacture – ideal. Well, sort of. Whilst an 
open differential allows both rear wheels 
to spin at different speeds (handy when 
turning corners), it’s very ‘basic’ when 
it comes to dispensing power. An open 
differential will always send power down 
the path of least resistance (the wheel 
providing the least traction), which means 
that if one of the wheels begins to slip, it 
receives all the power. This makes them 
fairly helpless at putting power down out of 
corners, as they typically send all the power 
to the inside wheel (which is unloaded 
and therefore has little traction), whilst 
the outside wheel (heavily loaded with 
plenty of traction) is robbed of all power. 
To further complicate the situation, as the 
outside wheel has further to travel during 
cornering (it’s effectively driving a wider 

Elliott’s
E36 323i
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radius), it’s benefi cial to have more drive going 
there. Instead, power is directed to the inside 
wheel with an open differential. In terms of 
driving, this means that as soon as the inside 
wheel breaks traction it will spin uncontrollably, 
offering virtually zero drive out of a corner. 

Moving away from the track, open 
differentials also exhibit their fl aws during the 
winter months. For anyone that’s ever driven 
with an open differential in snow, they will know 
its nigh-on impossible to get anywhere. As soon 
as one of the driven wheels begins to slip, it 
receives all the engine’s drive, leaving the
wheel that does actually have traction with no 
drive whatsoever.

To improve on this, differentials with ‘limited 
slip’ were developed – ‘LSD’ for short. These 
work by having a mechanical system acting 
between the two driven wheels, and when the 
speed of one side is seen to rise above the 
other, the differential begins to lock together, 
eventually spinning them both at an equal 
rate. How much slip is required to activate the 
differential’s lock, and how rapidly it locks, can 
sometimes be adjusted by skilled engineers,
but is ultimately beyond the realm of the 
average user. 

Going back to the track, moving from an 
open diff to LSD can quite literally transform 
the way a car behaves. Instead of wasting 
all the available power on corner exit, it’s 
now split evenly across the rear axle, giving 
much better drive (and also allowing for some 
sideways action). This will not only improve the 
car’s handling, but also make a considerable 

difference to lap time. The only issue with 
this ‘locking’, is that the diff is still driving the 
inside wheel faster than necessary, invoking 
understeer into the car as the differential tries to 
straighten it up. 

The problems with open differentials are 
obvious to see. LSDs go a long way towards 
fi xing them, but there’s still a fundamental 
understeer issue that hasn’t been solved, merely 
improved upon. To solve the issue entirely, 
an ATB really needs to be used. Using clever 
engineering, ATBs will send torque/power down 
the path of most resistance. This biasing of the 
torque is typically performed up to a limit – in 
the case of Wavetrac differential, the axle with 
traction can receive up to 2.5x more torque than 
the opposing axle.

Going back to the cornering scenario, this 
means that the heavily loaded outside wheel will 
receive a larger proportion of the drive. As such, 
unlike the open or slipper differential, an ATB 
won’t invoke understeer. In fact, ATBs actually 
help to ‘drive’ the car around the bend, using 
the available traction at the driven wheels to 
increase yaw/rotation in the car.  

Unfortunately, the majority of ATBs have a 
fundamental fl aw. As they decide where to send 
the power based on the difference in resistance 
seen across the rear axle, some sort of loading 
has to be present for them to work correctly. A 
‘zero load’ scenario occurs when transitioning 
between deceleration and acceleration or 
when a wheel lifts off the tarmac. During 
heavy cornering, or when bouncing across 
curbs, it’s not uncommon for tyre contact to 
be lost, and in these situations the differential 
stops functioning as expected and drive is lost 
entirely. This is where the Wavetrac adds an 
extra layer of functionality which differentiates it 
from the competition.

Wavetrac’s not-so-secret weapon is their 
patented ‘Wave Hub’ in the centre of the 
differential. This small device ‘activates’ during 
zero load scenarios, creating artifi cial load 
across the rear axle, ensuring the differential 
never stalls. Wavetrac didn’t stop their either, 
with high levels of attention detail evident 
throughout the differential; they carry ARP 
fasteners throughout, along with clever use of 
small carbon pads for reducing friction/wear 
between the body and gears – neat! 

Having spent the day at Wavetrac’s European 
HQ, the only thing left to do was purchase a 
differential for myself. Having successfully 
picked up the correct variant for an E46 M3, 
the differential build could fi nally commence. 
Stripping down the case didn’t provide the 
greatest of joy, as it was immediately obvious all 
the bearings where shot to pieces, along with 
some minor damage to the casing. It’s all within 
the realms of repair, but is another unwelcome 
delay to the build…

 
THANKS AND CONTACT
Chris from Wavetrac Europe for his excellent 
hospitality
www.wavetrac.eu
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LOU’S E92 M3
For those that have a good memory you may 
recall from my last update that when I swapped 
over to winter wheels and tyres for the M3 I took 
the opportunity to refurbish the car’s original 
19” wheels. I won’t lie to you, I had contributed 
to one or two of the wheels coming into close 
quarters with a kerb, and while a kerbed wheel 
never looks good, when they’re fi nished in black 
it’s so much worse for some reason.

When I went to SE Tyres in Tunbridge Wells 
in Kent with my winter rubber they suggested I 
use Lepsons Ltd for the job. When I was editor 
of this very magazine, my colleagues would 
quite often use said wheel refurbishment and 
alloy wheel repair experts, so I knew they were 
a reputable company but what also swung it for 
me was that they would pick them up from SE 
Tyres, who very kindly offered to store my rims 
until the day of their weekly pick-up service. 

Based in Gillingham, Lepsons was founded in 
1994 by car enthusiast Tony Leppenwell who, 
from a very young age, always had a desire to 
open up his own business. Upon leaving school 
he found himself working for a local business 
powder coating offi ce furniture, followed by 
playground equipment and then alloy wheels, 
and it was at that point he decided what he 
should specialise in.

 “I had only been working for this alloy wheel 
refurbisher for a few months when I realised 
there was a niche in the market, so aged 19 

I took the plunge,” recalls Tony. He set up 
Lepsons in a modest 400 sq ft starter shed in 
Newington, and now 23 years later the business 
utilises a whopping 15,000 sq ft premises in 
Railway Street Business Park and employs 45 
people who are responsible for refurbing 28,000 
wheels each year. As well as heavily investing 
in highly-skilled staff, Lepsons has also recently 
spent over £1 million on cutting-edge equipment 
in order to deliver the high levels of quality that 
customers expect.

Every wheel undergoes a six-stage process 
beginning with a pre-refurb inspection and 
preparation, which includes checking the tyres. 
The wheels are then stripped of their original 
paint and lacquer in a non-acid-based chemical 
solution overnight. Next, they are passed to the 
preparation unit to check for any buckles or 
cracks, then shot blasted at low pressure (this 
ensures the best possible surface condition) and 
cleaned before moving on to the paint shop.  

Each wheel is placed on a conveyor system 
(which holds up to 100 wheels) that passes 
through an oven to remove any trapped air 
before continuing into a spray booth for an 
application of powder coat primer. They are 
then baked in a second oven and QC checked 
afterwards. They then enter a sealed booth to 
be professionally spray painted, immediately 
followed by an application of acrylic powder coat 
lacquer (as used by German car manufacturers).

They are then returned to the oven for curing 
and the fi nal QC check, ensuring a perfect 
fi nish. Finally, tyres are fi tted with new rubber 
valves and alloy and tyre balanced. Typically a 
full wheel refurbishment will take around three 
days and all wheels, including diamond cut 
fi nishes, carry a 12 month warranty.

Lepsons offers a range of standard (and 
custom) colours and fi nishes to achieve a close 
paint match to OEM – these include anthracite, 
silver or black and solid colours such as red, 
white, gold and yellow – all with a choice of 
gloss, satin or matt lacquer fi nish.  

Given the M3’s wheels are unique to my 
model (Limited Edition 500) I decided to retain 
the factory fi nish, which is gloss black and I 
have to say I was chuffed to bits after Lepsons 
fi nished with them. They looked as good as 
they did when we bought the car. High quality 
fi nish aside, their customer service is second 
to none and the added bonus of a door-to-door 
collection service has meant they’ve gained a 
reputation for being one of the UK’s leading alloy 
wheel refurbishers.

If you are looking for a back to bare metal 
refurbishment I really can’t recommend
Lepsons enough.

 
THANKS AND CONTACT
www.lepsons.com
01634 580582

Photos: Danny Daly 

The wheels arrive on site

After being 
shot blasted

The wheels are 
now looking as 

good as new 

First, they are 
chemically 
stripped

A powder coat 
application is made
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ELLIOTT ROBERTS’ E36 323i
Being the editor of sister publication, 
Performance VW magazine, you probably 
won’t be too surprised to hear that this is my 
first venture into BMW ownership. You may, 
however, be shocked to discover just how much 
I love it now I’m here.

It actually happened by accident, too. I’d 
ordered a brand-new Volkswagen T6 in the 
early part of last year and, with a six-month 
wait ahead of me (and my old car sold) decided 
to ask the dealership if they had any cheap and 
cheerful trade-ins available. “I’ve got an E36 
Coupé arriving in the morning, with just over 
60k on the clock. You can have it for £500 if it’s 
all okay,” said the salesman. Naturally, I didn’t 
need asking twice. 

It’s not like I don’t appreciate a nice BMW 
and, if I’m honest, I was quite excited at the 
prospect of the coupé. I’ve always loved the 
sporty BMWs especially, from the CLS of the 
’70s, M1 Pro Cars of the 1980s and of course, 
the E30 M3 in pretty much any form. I can also 
vividly remember the first Dakar yellow E36 
M3 I saw in the metal and falling in love with it 
straight away. Later on it was only the influx of 
fake M3 mirrors and replica wheels that kind 
of put me off the E36. That was also around 
the same time I started followed the BTCC, and 
so I was also pretty fond of the E36 318is that 
competed in the series. 

Looking at the Bavarian brand as a whole, 
I guess it’s actually the older BMWs that have 
always appealed more to me and from the 
outset the E36 323i (yes, it’s a six-pot) didn’t 
disappoint. You hear ‘time warp car’ being 
used a lot these days, but this £500 stopgap 
was exactly that. It’s actually hard to believe 
the car is approaching 20-years-old as it’s 
in such good condition. I think the salesman 
genuinely regretted offering it to me before 
he’d had chance to see it in the metal. The 
Madeira violet paint, with colour-coded leather 
(yes, full leather) and matching purple carpets 

had an almost Individual air to it. And other 
than a couple of small blemishes to the paint, 
and minor wear to the driver’s seat bolster, 
the car was pretty much on point. It was so 
nice, in fact, that even with my serial modifying 
tendencies, I’ve managed to leave it bone stock 
for a full 12 months!

What were my first impressions of the 
car? Well, it’s a peach both to look at and to 
drive. Granted, the suspension is a bit soft 
and wallows a touch in the bends, however, 
that being said, I couldn’t get over how nicely 
weighted the steering was and how well the car 
initially turns into corners. I’m also impressed 
at how well spec’d the coupé is and how 
everything (and I mean everything) still works. 

Other than sat nav and Bluetooth, the car 
has all the mod cons you could need, from air 
con to a trip computer, cruise control to electric 
windows. It really does put a smile on my face 
every time I drive it (which has been on a daily 
basis for the past year). Due to unforeseen 
circumstances I actually had to cancel the T6 in 

the end, so have been stuck with the E36 ever 
since – not that I’m complaining. Truth be told, 
I’ve genuinely loved every minute of it. 

The downsides? Well, originally I’d have 
said having an automatic transmission was a 
drawback, but the more I’ve used the car on 
a daily basis the more I’ve come to love the 
aspect of just getting in and cruising, without 
worrying about which gear I’m in or trying 
to race through the gearbox. I think my boy 
racer days are long gone. Well, sort of. I did 
say I’m a bit of an addict when it comes to 
tinkering with cars and, now I no longer have 
to use the Beemer daily since I started working 
from home, I figured it made sense to finally 
introduce a couple of subtle upgrades to make 
the car stand out – without going over the top. 

Initially the plan is to fit a set of CA Tuned’s 
(www.catuned.com) finest coilovers, which 
just arrived at Hack Engineering (www.
hackengineering.co.uk), who I plan to have 
fit them. With a set of adjustable rear control 
arms from Direnza also on the cards, plus 
a set of ST Suspensions spacers, that’s it 
initially with chassis mods. Well, other than 
the set of four OEM 7.5x17” M3 Sunflower 
wheels that I bought from a friend at a price 
that was too good to turn down. These have 
recently received a much-needed refurb 
by local specialist, Diamond Styling (www.
diamondstyling.co.uk) in Sevenoaks and been 
fitted with Falken 205/40 ZE914 tyres. Now all 
I need to do is source some fresh BMW centre 
caps and they will be ready to go on! Once 
the wheels are fitted and the stance dialled-in 
I plan to fit a set of M3 bumpers (it already 
has deep M3-style side skirts fitted) and have 
the couple of small imperfections in the paint 
touched up while I’m at it. Who knows what 
else will turn up along the way. It’s clearly 
quite addictive, this BMW ownership thing. I’ve 
actually been looking at E30s recently, too. So 
long as my magazine’s loyal readers don’t find 
out about my guilty pleasure then what harm 
can it do? 

Despite a life with 
VWs, Elliott has 
warmed to the 
E36’s charms

Adjustable rear control 
arms waiting to be fitted
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MARK B’S E30 M3 
Well what should have been an awesome day 
on Llandow Circuit, followed by a day hooning 
around the Brecon Beacons with a bunch of 
cool BMWs and their owners, actually ended up 
as a wasted journey and a 200 mile ride on a 
recovery truck.  

Initially I tried to leave Cornwall on Friday 
night but traffi c was so heavy I fi gured an early 
start made more sense. I was out the door by 
5am and the sleepy Cornish village I live in was 
silent, save for the bark of an S14 as I headed 
out to the A30. This was going to be a good day! 
Fast forward a couple of hours and suddenly 
something clattered along the underside of 
the car. I fi gured I must have run over some 
debris but a minute later and my dash-mounted 
warning light fl ashed repeatedly! I dipped the 
clutch, pulled onto the M5’s hard shoulder 
and there was steam and coolant everywhere. 
Maybe it wasn’t a great day after all? 

I popped the bonnet and it soon became 
clear that the bolt, which holds the alternator 
adjuster on the block, had failed and the belt 
hadn’t been driving the water pump. The belt 
also looked to have sustained a bit of damage, 

albeit pretty minor. A quick call to the RAC and 
they had dispatched a low loader to pick me 
up. I did consider a roadside repair and to carry 
on but, to be honest, I wanted to change the oil 
etc. because of the overheating. I know that’s 
probably a bit OTT but I worked long and hard to 
pay for that engine and I wanted to be certain all 
was well with it. 

So here we are a couple of days later and 
Joe at ARM is sorting the repair for me. I’m 
looking at either uprated mount bushes (from 
AUTOMAC) or maybe a more comprehensive 
upgrade? I’ll let you know what I decide to go 
for next month.  

I’ve also booked a spot on the Deutsche Fest 
track day at Brands Hatch on August 19/20th. 
As the name suggests, it’s a weekend of all 
things German and there are going to be lots of 
Bavaria’s fi nest on show. There’s also an E30 
M3-only race, along with the excellent Toyo 
Tires/BMW Production Championship. I love 
Brands and getting to drive my own M3 there 
will be a long time dream realised. If you fancy it 
then why not come say hello on the UK E30 M3 
owners Facebook page?

In happier times

A sad sight, but no serious harm done

Working from home 
means the modding 

can begin

M3 Sunfl ower 
wheels acquired
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STEVEN’S E31 850Ci
Do you ever start one of those projects that you 
immediately regret? After spraying up the new 
inlet manifolds, I set aside a day to fi t them. 
However, the 850 also needed a service, so I 
ordered up all the fi lters and oil required from 
good old Euro Car Parts to do at the same time. 
While I was in there I thought I’d have a root 
around for the source of an oil leak too. Sounds 
like a fun day, I thought.

While doing the service I found that oil was 
leaking from the sump plug, so I made sure that 
it was correctly torqued with a fresh washer. 
I then cleaned up the sump pan so I could 
monitor it for any more leaks. I also found a fuel 
leak coming from one of the pipes next to the 
fuel fi lters and fi xed that too. Hopefully that will 
give me a bit better mpg (currently it gives me 
about 13mpg!).

Once it was all fi tted, I took her for a quick 
spin to make sure all was running well, and I 
have to say she was running very sweetly, the 
best for a while in fact. I then returned home 
and let the engine cool down before I started on 
the manifolds.

I’ve only ever properly taken apart one engine 
before, and that was the M52 of my old E36 
328 track car, but I was expecting this one to 
be quite similar. However, I underestimated how 
much extra tech there is on the M70. I’ve never 
disconnected so many plugs in my life, and of 

course there was double of everything due to 
the engine having two banks of cylinders.

Before I could even get to the manifolds I 
needed to remove the induction, throttle bodies, 
the fuel rail and injectors and all its associated 
wiring, but fi nally, several hours later it was time 
to unbolt the actual manifolds. This involved 
undoing 24x10mm bolts, about two thirds of 
which were located in totally impossible to reach 
locations. Doing this brought on lots of swearing 
and inventive tool extensions to achieve bizarre 
angles. While doing all of this this, I also found 

another major source of oil leak on top of the 
valve covers, so I’ve ordered up replacement 
parts for that from BMW Germany, due for 
delivery probably in 2019.

Unfortunately, that’s as far as I’ve got before 
lack of light stopped play. The car is now 
obviously off the road until I get time to fi nish, 
but this manifold replacement is going to end 
up with me having a refreshed engine by the 
look of it. That wasn’t really what I intended 
but since removing the manifolds is such a ball 
ache, it’s better to do it all now. 

Inventiveness 
required when 
working on
the manifolds

New fuel fi lters 
now fi tted

Removing 
the manifolds 
has proved a 

mammoth task
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FOR ALL YOUR 
ADVERTISING NEEDS 

CALL

MARTIN 
JENKINSON 
01732 447006

OR EMAIL

martin.jenkinson@talkmediasales.co.uk

Only the best results
for your BMW...

ECU Remapping/Software tuning

Performance intercoolers, exhausts, suspension, 
brakes, turbos, clutches

Tuning packages available for all models

In house rolling road/dyno

Contact details:
telephone: 01902 324584
email: info@p-torque.co.uk
web: www.p-torque.co.uk

Unit 6B, Heath Mill Road, Wombourne, Wolverhampton, WV58AP

Remapsnowavailablefor F seriesmodels!
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CLASSIC & MODERN ALLOY WHEELS
MADE IN ENGLAND SINCE 1987 so...

...Celebrating 30 years of manufacturing!

• Manufacturers of two & three piece aluminium road / race wheels.

• All our wheels are made to order with a range of classic & modern styles available.

• Checkout our website for the full range of wheel styles... 
Available from 10” to 22” diameter & widths from 3” to 16” wide.

www.imagewheels.co.uk
+ 44 (0) 121 522 2442
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HOW TO BUY YOUR SUBSCRIPTION
OFFER 1. DIGITAL EDITION: pktmags.com/perfbmw

OFFER 2. PRINT EDITION: COMPLETE THE ORDER FORM BELOW
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PYES! I WOULD LIKE TO SUBSCRIBE TO PERFORMANCE BMW MAGAZINE

DELIVERY / PAYERS DETAILS
Mrs/Ms/Miss/Mr ............... Forename .............................................................
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......................................................................................................................
.................................................................... Post / Zip code .........................
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Daytime phone ............................................. Mobile ...................................... 
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GIFT DELIVERY DETAILS
Mrs/Ms/Miss/Mr ............... Forename .............................................................
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......................................................................................................................
.................................................................... Post / Zip code .........................
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Daytime phone ............................................. Mobile ...................................... 

 I enclose a cheque made payable to Kelsey Publishing Limited (Drawn from a UK bank account)

 Please debit my  Visa  Visa Debit  MasterCard 

Card number  

Security number
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Direct Debits from the account detailed in this instruction are subject to the safeguards 
assured by the Direct Debit guarantee. I understand that this instruction may remain 
with Kelsey Publishing Ltd. and, if so, details will be passed electronically to my Bank 
or Building Society.

PAY BY CHEQUE / DEBIT / CREDIT CARD
UK 6 issues at £27.60 (NO GIFT)

UK 13 issues at £59.80 SAVING 10% £53.82 PLUS FREE VALET PRO CLAY BAR SET

USA / EUROPE: 13 issues at £72.99 (NO GIFT)

REST OF WORLD: 13 issues at £79.99 (NO GIFT)
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SUPERCHARGED 
E36 M3

458whp Stateside street brawler

470HP 
E82 135i
Fast, furious and
fully focussed
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F80 M3
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AND BEYOND

TOINSANITYTOINSANITY
1081hp turbo 
S38-swapped 
E30 will melt 
your brain

WIDE-BODY 
E60 M5

Totally outrageous 
American build

AIR-RIDE
E30 CAB

Super-clean
UK machine

Seriously powerful 

PASSION 
WAGON
E30 325i from Oz on ITBs

E82 135i
Fast, furious and
fully focussed
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PAY JUST £28.99
FOR 13 ISSUES

SAVING 51%
All of our digital magazine 

subscriptions and issues can be 
downloaded from anywhere in the 
world and read on PC, Mac, iPad, 
iPhone, Android devices, Kindle 
Fire, Windows 8 devices and any 

HTML5 compatible device.

SUPERCHARGED 
E36 M3

458whp Stateside street brawler458whp Stateside street brawler

SINGLE 
ISSUE ONLY 
£3.99

WIN
SPRING KIT AND 

WIDE-BODY 
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Totally outrageous Totally outrageous Totally outrageous Totally outrageous Totally outrageous 
American buildAmerican buildAmerican build

AIR-RIDE
E30 CAB

Super-clean
UK machine

WIN
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SPRING KIT AND 
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*Discount calculated from print issue price of £4.60.
FREE gift not included with digital subscription orders.

 I WISH TO SUBSCRIBE BY DIRECT DEBIT PAYMENTS OF £24.00 (SAVING 19%) 
PLUS FREE VALET PRO CLAY BAR SET.  I understand that my
subscription will continue at this rate with payments taken
every 6 months - unless I write to tell you otherwise.

Free gift is subject to availability and is for new subscribers only. For details of offers valid for current subscribers go 
online at shop.kelsey.co.uk/subscriber. If applicable your free gift will be delivered within 25 working days on receipt of 
your order. This offer is available until 25th August 2017. Kelsey Publishing Ltd uses a multi-layered privacy notice which 
details how we are committed to protecting your personal information and will keep the information you entrust, safe and 
secure. For full details visit www.kelsey.co.uk/privacy-policy or call 01959 543 747. By submitting your data this indicates 
your consent, until you choose otherwise, that we and our partners may contact you about products and services that will 
be of relevance to you via direct mail, phone, email and SMS. You can opt-out at any time via email on data.controller@
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SUBSCRIBE TODAY 
2 EASY OPTIONS...          WHICH ONE SUITS YOU?
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WAYS
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ORDER

*19% saving based on cover price of £4.60 per issue. UK Direct Debit print offer only.

OFFER 2. UK PRINT EDITION WITH FREE GIFT

Hotline open: Mon - Fri 8am - 6pm. 

CALL OUR SUBSCRIPTION TEAM
01959 543 747 & quote offer code PBMP09173

POST
Fill in the form and send to: FREEPOST RTKZ-HYRL-CCZX,
Performance BMW Magazine Subscriptions, Kelsey Publishing Ltd.,
Cudham Tithe Barn, Berry’s Hill, Cudham, Kent, TN16 3AG
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SUBSCRIBER

ALL PRINT MAGAZINE SUBSCRIBERS

ARE AUTOMATICALLY MEMBERS OF

SUBSCRIBER PLUS, GIVING YOU:

  Preferential rates on our associated events and products

 A constantly refreshed range of products to choose from

 First access to subscription offers on other Kelsey titles

 Exclusive discounts on your favourite brands

 Free entry into subscriber only competitions

shop.kelsey.co.uk/

PAY
FROM JUST

£24.00
EVERY 6 
MONTHS

SAVING
19%*

FREE VALET PRO CLAY BAR KIT WHEN
YOU SUBSCRIBE WORTH £24.99
Subscribe today to get your favourite magazine every month, plus your car gets 
a treat too with these fantastic Valet Pro cleaning products, absolutely FREE!

CITRUS BLING: Gives best results when used with our 
contamination removal bars. The silicone and wax in this 
product create a thin fi lm between the paint surface and 
the bar, effectively minimising the chances of marring 
the paint surface. Citrus Bling is however a very versatile 
detailer product, with a mixture of Carnauba wax and 
silicone emulsion enhancing gloss on wheels and paint 
but also offers protection simply by spraying and wiping. 

CONTAMINATION REMOVAL CLAY BARS: Remove 
bonded contamination from paint surfaces that can’t be 
removed by normal washing. Tar spots, fall out, bonded 
traffi c  fi lm and tree sap. As the bar glides over the paint 
surface bonded contaminates stick to the bar and are 
gently removed from the paint work. If your paint work 
feels rough after washing, try a contamination removal 
bar and feel the difference. Orange and Yellow can be 
used with water making them cost effi cient. Blue are our 
most effective bar, designed generally for full detailing 
work to quickly and effectively remove contamination.

a treat too with these fantastic Valet Pro cleaning products, absolutely FREE!
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THE ULTIMATE MODIFIED BMW MAGAZINE

WANT US 
TO FEATURE 
YOUR CAR? 

Simply email us with some pics and spec and 
we’ll go from there… pbmw.ed@kelsey.co.uk
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MAXIMISE
ENGINE
PERFORMANCE

®

WATERLESS ENGINE COOLANTS

INCREASES BHP • REDUCES PRESSURE 
REDUCES CORROSION & EROSION

www.evanscoolants.co.uk

Power Cool 180° is the coolant of 
choice for many professional racing 
teams and performance car specialists 
including - GT Academy, Noble, Honda 
MX Mosler Racing, Eagle, The Historic 
Porsche Collection, 
John Surtees and 
many more.

ww.evanscoolants.co.uk

Racing, Eagle, The Historic 
Porsche Collection, 
John Surtees and 
many more.
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READERS CARS

CAR OF THE MONTH
Our ‘Car of the Month’ wins a $50 UUC prize voucher that can be redeemed against any of the 
company’s products available online. From styling accessories to performance upgrades, there’s a 
vast array of products to choose from for your BMW.
Get on www.uucmotorwerks.com

JAMES GILBERT
E36 328i
Now here’s something that’s a bit different, that 
being James’s E36 gymkhana/drift car, and 
it’s certainly got a strong look going on. The 
intergalactic graphics, says James, were designed 
by famous Russian designer Ciay, who has done 
many iconic cars, and this was his interpretation 
of James’s ’80s galaxy request. By his own 
admission it is not a clean machine but it is super 
fun and perfect for hooning about in, he says, 
and that’s everything that a car like this needs to 
be. It’s not a case of style over substance, either, 
and there are plenty of mods going on here. Most 
surprising is the fact that he’s fi tted Air Lift air-ride 
to it but, he says, he wants to prove that air and 
scene style can be both fun and functional, so 
more power to him. In addition to that he’s fi tted 
a set of 18” Rotiform TMBs and an adapted lock 
kit from SB Motorsport for when he goes drifting, 
which he does plenty of with a locked diff at the 
rear end. He’s also added an air fi lter and fi tted a 
straight-through exhaust as well as a carbon fi bre 
bonnet, a customised duck tail boot lid, M3 lights 
and an M Tech kit. Inside, meanwhile, you’ll fi nd 
a half cage, a pair of Corbeau fi xed-back bucket 
seats with Luke harnesses, an OMP wheel and an 
ASD handbrake. 

JORDAN ABBOTT
E86 Z4 3.0Si
After owning a troublesome R53 Mini Cooper S, Jordan decided to return 
to the BMW fold and has done so in style, with a sleek Z4 Coupé. He 
wanted something that would stand out at meets and was not something 
you were likely to see very often, and we reckon the Z4 ticks those 
boxes. After a year of searching and a few disappointments along the 
way, this car appeared, with all the options he wanted, including sat 
nav and red leather, and while it was on the other side of the country, 
Jordan knew it was worth the trip. The mods started off with a set of 
BBS-style wheels and were followed by black kidney grilles, LED bulb 
upgrades and a set of H&R lowering springs, which give a nice 35mm 
drop. Next on the shopping list was an exhaust, and he just so happened 
to fi nd a stainless steel custom cat-back system on eBay for just £100 
so snapped it up. Unfortunately, it turned out to be unbearably loud, so a 
trip to Fast Road Conversions in Ashford was arranged, who constructed 
a custom rear section and now it sounds great, says Jordan. The front 
suspension has been reconditioned with a host of new parts, including 
poly bushes, while drilled and grooved discs and Mintex pads have been 
fi tted and the calipers have been painted a nice bright yellow. Next on 
Jordan’s list are darker window tints, a bit more exhaust noise, a front 
splitter, rear diffuser and induction kit. 

GRAHAM LEIGH
E36 328i
Graham has owned both BMWs and VWs over the years, he tells us, and bought 
this E36 two years ago from a trader. Being 6’ 6” the fact that it was a non-
sunroof model was very good news so he part ex’d his E34 525i and took the 
E36 home. It was a little rough around the edges but his plans were just to fi t 
some coilovers, an LSD and have some fun, but things didn’t quite work out 
that way. Graham couldn’t turn down a set of freshly refurbed 17” BBS RKIIs, 
along with a freshly-rebuilt M3 LSD, and these were followed by a a set of 
TA Technics coilovers, K&N induction kit and a selection of RevShift fast road 
bushes. The rusty arches needed fi xing, so new arch panels were welded-in and 
the car was resprayed in its original shade of Boston green. A tan leather bench 
from a Saloon was used to repair his driver’s seat, an Alpine head unit adds 
some modern audio convenience, there’s a Nardi steering wheel and a Scorpion 
cat-back exhaust which combined with the induction kit sounds amazing, says 
Graham. Despite all this the car is being sold as he needs to invest in his new 
business, trading modern classics, but at least he can be happy about building 
such a tidy E36.

Want to show off your BMW? Send some hi-res photos, a spec 
list and the story of you and your car to pbmw.ed@kelsey.co.uk
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SUNDAY 1ST OCTOBER 2017
SILVERSTONE CIRCUIT

Includes:

Show Admission,

exclusive T-shirt

& Show Guide

Book online at www.traxshows.co.uk. Advance tickets £25*, *Booking fee applies. FREE entry for 
TWO children aged 14 & under when accompanied by a paying adult, any additional children will 
be charged at £5 each. All attractions subject to change. Warning motorsport can be dangerous. 
Advance bookings close midnight Saturday 30th September.  

Show Admission,

exclusive T-shirt
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NEXT MONTH  (Contents subject to us not forgetting the sun block…)

Inside the September issue of

MONSTER 820HP F10 M5

E36 TRACK BEAST

ULTRA-COOL E3

FIERCE E92 335i

If you can’t always fi nd a copy of this 
magazine, help is at hand! Complete this 
form, hand it in at your local store, and 
they will arrange for a copy of each issue 
to be reserved for you. Some stores 
may even be able to arrange for it to be 
delivered to your home. Just ask!*

Love Performance BMW magazine? To ensure you never miss an issue again

*Subject to availability

Please reserve/deliver my copy of PBMW magazine on a regular basis, starting with issue:

Title       First name
Surname
Address

Postcode
Tel

 magazine? To ensure you never miss an issue again

On sale Friday 18 August 2017
Available to download from 15 August
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